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DOCKET NO.

50-259

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT,

UNIT NO.

1

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 47
License No. DPR-33

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:
A.

The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated September 8, 1978, as supplemented by
letters dated October 5, 1978, November 30, 1978, December 5,
1978, December 14, 1978, January 8, 1979, and January 9, 1979,
complies with the standards and requirements of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's
rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B.

The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C.

There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the
that such activities
health and safety of the public, and (ii)
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations;

D.

The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public; and

E.

2.

The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements
have been satisfied.

Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Spec
ifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment
and paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-33 is hereby amended
to read as follows:
(2)

Technical Specifications
The Technical Specifications contained in
A and B, as revised through Amendment No.
The
hereby incorporated in the license.
shall operate the facility in accordance

Technical Specifications.

Appendices
47 , are
licensee
with the

-2-

3.

issuance.
This license amendment is effective as of the date of its
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
pTo

Chief

Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors
Attachment:
Changes to the Technical
Specifications
Date of Issuance:

January 17, 1979

ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO.
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO.
DOCKET NO.

47

DPR-33

50-259

Revise Appendix A as follows:
1.

with identically numbered pages:
Remove the following pages and replace

vii/viii

7/8

9/To
T5/16

T-7/T 8
T-1 20
2T/22
Z-/26
27/28

113/114
13/132
133/134
139/140
157/158
15-9/160
167/168

T69/T70
173a
181_/1 82
21 8/219
220/221
330/331

2.

on these pages
those being changed; marginal lines
The underlined pages are
The overleaf page is provided for convenience.
indicate the revised area.

3.

Add the following new page:

172a
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D!7INITIONS (Cont'd)

1.0

10.

LS&Ic - A logic is an arrangement of relays. contact*, and other
components that produces a decision outaut.
(a)

Initiating, - A,logic that receive signals irom channels and
produces decision outputs to the actuation logic.

(b) Actuation

-

InItiAtion

A logic that receives signals (either from

logic or channels) and produces decision outputs

to accoplish a protective action.
W. Vtmetional. Tests

-

A functional test is the manual operation or

Initiation of a system, sisbeysten, or component to verify that it
functions vithin d"a13n tolerances (e.g., the manual start of a
core spray pwV to verify that it runs and that It pumps the
requireid 'oluma of water).

1.

Shutdown - The reactor is in 4 shutdown condition when the reactor
mode switch ts in the shutdown node position and no core alterations
are boing perfonmed.

Y.

Anxineered Saf egu~ard

Z.

Cumulativv Downti~me

- An anginearad saf eguard is a safety s"tam
the actions of which are essential to & safety action required in
reopen". to 'accidents.

The oi~n'u-i-tivs downtime for those safaty
componen~tsa nd systems whose downtimie is limited to 7 con3eCUtiVe
dlays prior to requiring reaotor shutdown shall be limited to any
'7 days in a c~anecutive 30 day period.
-

JAN 1 a

U187

MI•ITING
SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING
hTtCSFEYYSXSErl

gAFETY LI•I!T

SAFETYf LIMItT
I.

7UEL CLADDIC INTEGRITY

2.1

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

Applicability

Applicability

Applies to the interrelated vari
ables associated with fuel
thermal behavior.

Applies to trip u;ettings of thS
instruments and devices whith ate

provided to prevent the reactor
systea safety limits from being
exceeded.

Objective

Objective
To establish limits which ensure

To define the level of the process

the integrity of the fuel clad

variables at which automatic pro
tective action i. initiated to Dre

d ing.

vcnt the fuel cladcinS integrity
safety li•it from asing exceeded.
Specification

Specifications
A.

I

Reactor Pressure > 800 psia
and Core Flow > I0% of Rated.

The limiting safety system settings shall
be as specified below:

Wihen the reactor pressure is
greater than 800 psia, the
existence of a minimum criti
cal power ratio (MCPR) less
Lhar 1.07 rhall constitute
violation of the fuel cladding
integrity safety lixLt.

A.

Neutron Flux Scram

1.

APRM Flux Scram Trip Setting
(Run Made)
Oten thb Mode Switch i• in
the RUM1 position, the AIP?
flux scram trip setting shall
be:
S_<(0.66W + 54%)
where:
S = Setting in percent of
rated thermal power

(3293 HWt)
W - Loop reeirculaticn flow
rate in percent of r3ted
(rated loop recirculatioa
flow rate equals
34.2K10 6 lo/hr)

8

Amendment No.

M

47

I.UITTVIG SAFFTy F

SAFFT'l 1.1MYT
yi,'iII, (:I.t~Pl)rtWIG 1NT).CINY
1..]

?.l

FUEL

"EM SEW11M

CIADDIIGC JNTFG):TTY

In the event of operation with the
core maximum fraction of limiting
power density (C1ILPD) greater than
fraction of rated thermal power (FRP)
the setting shall be modified as
follows:
SS.(0.66W + 54%)

FRP
CMFLPD

For no combination of loop recircu
lation flow rate and core thermal

power shall the APRM flux scram trip
setting be allowed to exceed 120%
*of rated thermal power.
(Note: These settings assume operatLon
within the basic thermal hydraulic
design criteria. These criteria are
LIIGR < 18.5 kw/ft for 7X7 8fuel andt
13.4 kw/ft for 8X8 and 8x R fuel,
MCPR limits of Spec 3.5.K.

.zr

it is determined that either of these
design criteria is being violated
during operation, action shall be
initiated within 15 minutes to restore
operation within prescribrd limits;.
Surveillance requirements ýor APRX:.
scram setpoint are given in
specification 4.1.B.

2.

APRLM--When the reactor mode switch
is in the STARTUP POSITION, the
APRM scram shall be set at less
than or equal to 15% of rated power.

3.

IFLM--The IRM scram shall be set at
less than or equal to 120/125 of
full

B.

Core Thnernal

Power

B.

l~imtt

APRM Rod Block TriO

be:

Amendment No.

',

47,

47

Setting

The APR1.4 Rod block trip setting shall

(Peaptcr Pret-sure <800 psia)
.1en the reactor pressure is
then or equal to 800 psia,

scale.

less

•&'•l;'•'
irtAww

1.1

T.•MT•

JIMTTTNr.

j-MTNr.

.MT1P
1

r

2.1

TLE! CLADDTNG INTEGRITY

SAFFr.

YSTFM

S

FUEL CLADDING IVrrECRITY
SRB_ (0.66W + 12fl

or core coolant flow is less
than 10% of ruted, the core
thermal power shall not ex
coed 823 Mwt (about 25% of
rated thermal power).

vhere:

RB '

od block setting is percent
of rated thermal power (3293 MWt)

= Loop recirculation flow rate
in percent of rated (rated loop
recircula~ion flow rate equals
34.2 X 10 lb/hr)

V

In the event of operation with th,! core
maximum fraction of limiting power density
(CFULPD) greater than fraction ot rated
thermal power (FRP) the setting shall be
modified as follows.
for two
<(0.66W + 42;) FRP
RB
.
IFLI'D
recirculation loop operation.

S
6

SRB <_(0.66W + 38.7%) FRP
for one
CMFLPD
recirculation loop operation.
C.

Whenever the reactor is in
the shutdown condition with
irradiated fuel in the reac
tor vessel, the water level
shall not be less than 17.7
In. above the top of the

normal active fuel zone.

C.

Scram and isolation--> 538 in. above
reactor low water
vessel zero le

D.

Scram--turbine stop < 10 percent
valve clcsure
valve closure

E.

Scram--turbine
control valve

I

OF

2.

Loss of control > 550
oil pressure

Scram--low con
denser vacuum

G.

Scram--main steam < 10 percent

H.

Amendment No. 35,

41

SkY 1 4 T

psi L

F.

line isolation

10

Upon trip of
the fast actin.
solenoid valve

1. Fast closure

23 inches
Hg vacuum
valve closure

Main steam isolation > 825 psig
valve closure--nuclear system low
pressure

.l

A&ES:

rUFUL CLADDIt:G INTEGRITY

SsA\ETY LIMIT

The fuel cladding represents one of the physical barriers which separate radio
The integrity of this cladding barrier is
active materials from environs.
Although some
perforations or cracking.
from
related to its relative freedom
cladding,
the
of
life
the
during
occur
may
cracking
corrosion or use-related
fission product migration from this source is incrementally cumulative and
Fuel cladding perforations, however, can result from
continuously measurable.
thermal stresses which occur from reactor operation significantly above design
conditions and the protection system setpoints. While fission product migration from
cladding performation is just as measurable as that from use-related cracking, the
thermally-caused cladding perforations signal a threshold, beyond which still
greater thermal stresses may cause gross rather than incremental cladding deteriora
tion. Therefore, the fuel cladding safety limit is defined in terms of the reactor
operating conditions which can result in cladding perforation.
The fuel cladding integrity limit is set such that no calculated fuel damage would
Because fuel damage
occur as a result of an abnormal operational transient.
is defined with margin
Limit
Safety
is not directly observable, the fuel cladding
(KCPR of 1.0).
boiling
transition
onset
to the conditions which would produce
establishes a Safety Limit such that the minimum critical power ratio (MCVR)
is no less than 1.07. MCPR >l.07represents a conservative margin relative to
the conditions required to maintain fuel cladding integrity.

iThis

Onset of transition boiling results in a decrease in heat transfer from the clad
and, therefore, elevated clad temperature and the possiblity of clad failure.
Since boiling transition is not a directly observable parameter, the margin
to boiling transition is calculated from plant operating parameters such as core
power, core flow, feedwater temperature, and core power distribution. The margin
for each fuel assembly is characterized by the critical power ratio (CPR) which
is the ratio of the bundle power which would produce onset of transition boiling
The minimum value of this ratio for any bundle
divided by the actual bundle power.
It is assumed that the
in the core is the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR).
via the instru
setpoints
protective
nominal
the
to
controlled
plant operation is
2.1.1 by the
Figure
on
presented
operation
plant
normal
i.e.,
mented variables,
control lipt. rhe Safetv Limit (MrPR of 1.07) hnn *,1Fofcient
n.,fnal ex~qctp" flI
conservacism to assure that in the event of an abnormal operational transient
iniciate. from a normal operating condition (MCPR >*limits specified in specification
3.5.K)more than 99.9% of the fuel
between
rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling transition. The margin
is derived
MCPa of 1.0 (onset of transition boiling) and the safety limit 1.07
uncertainties in moni
from a detailed statistical analysis considering all of the
toring the core operating

state including uncertainty in

the boiling transition

The uncertainties employed in deriving
corre!ation as described in Reference 1.
of each fuel cycle.
beginning
the safety limit are provided at the

15
Amendment No.

5, 47

quazimty of
correlation is based on a large
Because the boiling transition
of a fuel
high confidence that operation
Null scale data there is a very
tran
boiling
MCPR = 1.07 would not produce
limit
assembly at the condition of
safety
the
not required to establish
occurence
sition. Thus, although it is
actual
the safety limit and the
additional margin exists between
of loss of cladding integrity.
would not
were to occur, clad perforation
However, If boiling transition
approximately
increase to
Cladding temperatures would
be expected.
of the cladding
temperature
11000 F which is below the perforation
in the General Electric Test
This has been verified by tests
material.
above
in design to BFNP operated
Reactor (GETR) where fuel similar
minutes)
(30
significant period of time
the critical heat flux for a
without clad perforation.
power
exceed 14O0 psia during normal
If reactor pressure should ever
corre
transition
of the boiling
operating (the limit of applicability fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit
the
lation) it would be assumed that
has been violated.
limit (MCPR - 1.o6) operation is
In addition to the boiling transition
kw/ft
18.5 kw/ft for 7x7 fuel and 13.4
constrained to a maximum LI1GR of
of
Fraction
Maximum
This limit is reached when the Core
for 8x8 fuel.
Core
where
case
the
For
(CMFLPD = 1.0).
Limiting Power Density equals 1.0
Rated
of
Fraction
Density exceeds the
Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power
only at less than 100% of rated
permitted
Thermal Power, operation is
settings as required by specification
power and only with reduced APRM scram
2.1.A.l.
(0 power,
the core elevation pressure dr.op
At pressures below 800 psia,
pressure
At low powers and flows this
psi.
0 flow) is greater than 4.56
Since the
the bypass region of the core.
differential is maintained in
head,
is essentially all elevation
pressure drop in the bypass region
greater
powers and flow will alw5s be
the core pressure drop at low
bundle
lbs/hr
28X103
of
flow
Analyses show that with a
than 4.56 psi.
and has
nearly independent of bundle power
flow, bundle pressure drop is
flow with a 4.56 psi driving head
a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, 3 the bundle Full scale ATLAS test data taken
lbs/hr.
will be greater than 28x-0
assembly
to 800 puia indicate that the fuel
psia
14.7
from
at pressures
design
the
With
approximately 3.35 HWt.
critical power at this flow is
than
more
power of

a core thermal
peaking factors this corresponds to
25% for reactor pressures
a core thermal power limit of
Thus,
50%.
below 800 psia is

conservative.

down, con
periods when the reactor is shut
For the fuel in the core during
the effect
to
due
water level requirements
sideration must also be given to
during
fuel
the
of
top
the
If water level should drop below
of decay heat.
in
reduction
This
reduced.
decay heat is
this time, the ability to remove
clad
elevated cladding temperatures and
cooling capability could lead to
with water, sufficient
As long as the fuel remains covered
perforation.
perforation.
clad
cooling is available to prevent fuel

Amendment No.

•,

47
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BAS.•S

1.1

in. above the top of the
The safetY limit has been established at 17.7
monitored and also pro
be
can
vhich
point
a
irradiated fuel to provide
to the top
This point corresponds approximately
vide adequate margin.
low water
reactor
lover
the
also to
of the actual fuel assemblies and
level trip (378" above vessel zero).

.L.F•.M NCE
1.

I2.

Basis (CETAB)
General Electric BVR Thermal Analysis
NYEDE 10958.
and
10958
NEDO
Application,
and Design

Data. Correlation

1 reload 2,
GE BWR Reload 2 Licensing Amendment for BFNP unit
6
1 dated November 1978.
Revision
and
1978
August
,
NEDO-2h13

Amendment No. 4., 47
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2.1

BASES:

LTM[TI;G

CLADDUN
SALTETY SYSTEM SETTINCS RELATED TO FUT.L

ItTEGRtt

Ferry
to operation of the Browns
The abnorual operational transients applicable
con
operating
planned
of
spectrum.
the
Nuclear Plant have been analyzed throughout
were
condition of 3440 Wt. The analyses
ditionts up to the design thermal paver
with the operating map given in Figure 3.7-1
based upon plant operation in accordance
power level
In addition, 3293 Mt is the licensed maximum
of tne FSAR.
steady-state
this represents the maximum
of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, and
exceeded.
be
knowingly
power which shall not
analyses in estimating the
Is incorporated in the transient
Conservatism
control rod scranu
void reactivity coefficient,
These
shapes.
controlling factors, such as
power
axial
and
peaking factors,
tine,
delay
scram
on the
vorth,
with respect to their effect
conservatively
selected
are
factors
analysis model.
as determined by the current
applicable transient results
substantiated in opera
over many years, has been
evolved
model,
transient
performance.
This
for evaluating reactor dynamic
have been
tion as a conservative too!
reactor
water
boiling
Cancral Electric
Results obtained from a
The comparisions and resulta
by the iodel.
compared with predictions made
1.
are summarized in Reference
used in the analysis
void reactiv!ty coefficient
The absolute value of the
the nominal maximum
to be about 25% grcater than
is conservatively estimated
The scram worth used has
the core lifetime.
value expec:ed to occur during
scram worth of

total
to approximately 8M of the
allowee
been dcrated to be equivalent
insertion
rod
of
rate
and
The scram delay time
slow
the control rods.
ar.d
the lon;est delay,
arc conservatively set equ31 to
%v
.. '
%..
Specifications.
time
est insertion rate acceptable by Technical
of ncrsm worth, scram delay

The effect
applied, are of Sreatest significance
conservatively
and rod insertion rate, all
The rapid insertion
reactivity insertion.
in the early portion of the negative
52 and 202 insertion.
for
by the time requirements
of negstive reactivity is assured
of negative reac
dollara
four
approximately
By the time the rods are 60% inserted.
the
accomplishes
and
transient,
the
turns
has been inserted which strongly
tivity

insertion are given to assure proper
depired effect. The times for 50Z and 90%
the earlier portion of the transient.
completion of the expected performance in
steady-state condition.
and to establish the ultimate fully shutdown

a HCPR> limits specified
consequences of the transients
For analyses of the thermal
is conservntively nssiLmpa to exist prior
in specification 3.5.K
of the transients.
to initiation
and initiating
valuis of controlling parameters
-LOS choics! of using conservative
than
answers
pessimi.stic
more
produces
transiencs at the design pover level.
at higher
analyzing
and

of control parameters
woull result by using expected values
power levels.

recirculation will not be permitted
Steady-state operation without forced
of a recirculation pumTo from the natural
for inorc than 12 hours. aid the start

the teirmnerature difference 0
circulation condition will not be Deriritted unless
less than 75 F.
be started and the core coolant temperature is

between the loop to
insertion to an acceptably low value.
This reduces the positive reactivity
19
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in euu-ar7 :

1.
2.

3.
&.

(

The licensed maximu

power level is

3,293 KWt.

of the
adequately conservative values
Anglyses of tranbieOts employ
controlling reactor para.Feters.
a power level of 3440 tF-"T.
transients were analyzed to
The abnormal operational
logical answer than
now used result in a more
procedures
&nalytical
The
power in co2junc
assuming a higher starting
the alterfl3Uve method of
for the parametern.
tion with the expected values

points are discussed below:
The bases for individual set
P..

Neutron Flux Scram
1.

Setting (Run Mode)
AFYLM Figh Flux Scram Trip
(AFPM) system, which is calibrated
"The average power range conitoring
conditions, reads
taken duriog steady-state
chambers pro
using heat balance data
fission
(3,293 ýfW). Because
power
rated
of
directly to
in percent
the tYP.F syste= responds
signals,
input
basic
rate of
the
vide
transients, the instantaneous than the
During
flux.
neutron
less
average
is
(reactor ther--s! power)
heat transfer from the fuel
of the fuel.
constp.nt
time'
the
due to
instantaneoua neutron flux
the therw-•l
induced by di&turbances,
Therefore, during transients
by the neutron flux
les& than that i=dicated
power of the fuel will be
14 of the Final
Analyses reported in Section
trie
scra•
at the scran setting.
that u-tth a 120 percent
violat
Safety Analysis Report dlonst:ated
analyzed
:rcsents
none of the &bno=s! operational
fuel
,ettiln,
c-argiu fr
subscaeil
a
is
there
addiicflsl
even
the fuel safet7 limit and
provides
scraz
Therefore, use of a flow-bia3ed
da-.&Se.
of
the flov biased screen as a function
04r~irt. Figure 2.1.2 shows
c're flow.

/

=na7ia Pre
setting would decrease the
7-e
An increase in the APM sra.reachel.
is
i•,re7rIt7 sB:ct 4A!-sent before the fuel clcddlnz
rzquired
zar3is
by an analysi3 of
ARM scra-m setzing was
during operation.
=anue71riC.
for
to provide a reasonable range
of spurious
•ould increase thu fr.rqueac7
of the
Reducing this operatin; =arRIn
btcause
safety
e:: .± cn reactor
acrars, which have an adverse
us. the AP?-4 sezIng was selected
resulting thcrma.l stressed.
for the fuel cle din; !nte97ity
becau•s it prov4des adequate =ar;in
posxibilirT of
-argin that reduczea
Cafety li=it 7e: all!ws operating
uZscassa*r7 scraMA.
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that the LHGR transient
The scram trip setting must be adjusted to ensure
The scram
and FRP.
CMFLPD
of
combination
any
peak is not increased for
2.1.A.1
specification
in

the formula
setting is adjusted in accordance with.

when the CMFLPD exceeds FRP.

2.

is required
Analyses of the llntLig transients show that no scram adjustment i limits specified
ttCPR
from
initiated
is
transient
to assure FCPR > 1.07 when the
in specification 3.5.K.
kPRM Flux Scram Trip Setting (Refuel or Start & Hoc Standby Hode)
For cperation in the startup rmde while the rcrctor is at low pressure.
the AP:R ecrem se:ting of' 15 percent of rared power provides adequste
25 percent
thermal cartlr between the setpoint and the saiety lii,
maneuvers
anticipated
acco..-•odate
to
edeauate
is
The margin
of rated.
Effect3 of increasing pressure
associated with po-ier plant startup.
at zero or low void content are nirnor, cold water fron sources avail
able during acar:up is not much colder than that already in the system,
temperature coefficients are scall, and control rod patterns are con
strained to be untform. by operating procedures backed up by the rod
Worth of irdlvi
vorth nininizer nand the Rod Sequence Control Syvten.
Thus, all of possible
dusl rods is very low in a uniform rod pattern.
sources of reactivity input, uniform control rod withdraval is the moat
Because the flux distribution
probable cause of A!-nificant power r"oe.
associated wizh unfo.-m rod withdrawals does not involve high local pea~s,
and because several rods must be noved to change power b7 4 it"itficant
Generally,
percentage of rated power. thu rate of power rise is very slow.
ass':ed
an
In
rate.
fission
the
with
the heat flux is in r.!ar equilibrium
rise
power
of
rate
the
level,
scram
thz
to
approach
uniform rod wich4rswal
system.
APL9
the
and
nlnute.
per
power
rated
of
is no more t:'an 5 percent
would be more than adequate to assure a scram before the pover could
exceed the sarecy limit. The 15 percent AFM scram remains active
until the =de s3itca is placed in the RUN position. This owitch occurs
when reactor pressure is greater than 850 psig.

3.

lRm Flux Scran Trip Setting
each o, the reactor ;,rot..
vie IRm System consists of 8 chamber., 4 in
instrucient -which covers
5-decade
a
is
[RM
The
channels.
tion system logic
P%.e
the range of powe r-ven between that covered by t-e S57 and the
decades
5
the
and
5 decades are covered by the KIM by means of a range switch
are broken down into 10 ranges, each being one-half of a decAde in size. The
For
IKm scram setting of 120 divisions is active in each range of the IU.
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IRM Flux Scram Trip Settfnj

3.

I

(Continued)

example, if the instrument were on range 1, the scram eetting would be at 120
divisions for that range; likewise, if the instrument was on range 5, the scram
Thus, as the IRM is ranged up to
setting would be 120 divisions on that range,
setting is also ranged up. A
scram
the
level,
power
in
increase
the
accommodate
in effect as long as the
remains
instruments
IM
the
on
divisions
scram at 120
15% scram prevents
APRM
the
addition,
In
mode.
startup
the
in
is
reactor
IRM scram provides
The
mode,
RUN
the
in
being
without
operation
power
higher
The
entire core.
the
over
and
locally
both
occur
which
changes
for
protection
most significant sources of reactivity change during the power increase are
For insequence control rod withdrawal, the
due to control rod withdrawal.
rate of change of power is slow enough due to the physical limitation of
withdrawing control rods, that heat flux is in equilibrium with the neutron
flux and an IRM scram would result in a reactor shutdown well before any safety
For the case of a single control rod withdrawal error, a
limit is exceeded.
This analypis included starting
range of rod withdrawal accidents was analyzed.
ca',e involves an initial
severe
The most
the accident at various power levels.
IPUM system is not
the
and
subcritical
just
condition in which the reactor is
Quarter rod
density.
rod
quarter
at
exists
This condition
yet on scale.
conservatism
Additional
FSAR.
the
of
7.5.5
paragraph
in
density is illustrated
to the
closest
channel
IRM
the
that
assuming
by
analysis
this
in
was taken
reactor
the
that
show
analysis
this
of
results
The
bypassed.
is
rod
withdrawn
is scrammed and peak power limited to one percent of rated power, thus Maintaining
Based on the above analysis, the IRM provides protection
CPR above 1.07.
against local control rod withdrawal errors and continuous withdrawal of
control rods in sequence.

B. APRM Control Rod Block
Reactor power level may be varied by moving control rods or by varying
The APRM system provides a control rod
the recirculation flow rate.
block to prevent rod withdrawal beyond a given point at constant recir
cuclation flow rate, and thus to protect against the condition of a
This rod block trip setting, which is automatically
MCPR less than 1.07.
varrned with recirculation loop flow rate, prevents an increase in
the reactor power level to excess values due to control rod with
The flow variable trip setting provides substantial margin
drawal.
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fseo felh

assuming a steady-state operation at the trip setti08,

A&aMs,

She sstirego*rcculation flov range.

ever

The margin to the Safety Limit increases

versus flow relationship;
a@ gke flow #dectea~s for the specified trip setting
steady-state operation Is
during
occur
could
which
KCPR
case
"eherefore, eke worst
The
rod block trip setting.

at 1ea: of rated theraal power because of the APOI
by specified control rod sequences
acteal power distribution itt the core is established
system. As vith the..APRN scram
and ts monitored continuously by the in-core LPUN
is adjusted downward Itf Osh
setp so-tins. she AMKX rod block trip setting
marsti.
the APM rod block 'ifety

awrIAp

C. Weac.er

exceeds

later

LV

MP

Level Scram and

thus preserving

Isolation

(Fxcept Hain Stea&mlnes)l

the bottom of the separator skir't.
the set point for the low level scram is above
with coolant inventory 1
dealing
This level has been used in transient analyses
scram and isolation

14.5 show that
decrease. The results reported in TSAR subsection
adequately protects the fuel
level
this
at
stem)
main
of all process lines (except
in all eases, and
and the pressure barrier, because MCPR is greater than 1.07The
scram setting Is
settings.
valve
Fsstes pressure does not reach the safety operating range and is thee adequate to
olfroxtmately 31 inches below the normal
amid spacious scrams.
9. Zrbiee .toZ

Valve Closure Scram

anticipates the pressure, neutron flux
The turbine stop valve closure trip result
from closure of the stop valves.
and heat flux Increases that would
closure from full open, the resultant
Witth a trip setting of 10% of valve adequate
thermal margins are maintained
increase inheat flux is such that that assumes
the turbine bypass valves
even during the worst case transient
.main closed. (Reference 2)

.

•.i

5.

Ce]NrOl

fast Closeee

Valve

Scram

$Cram

scram anticipates the pressure,
This turbine control valve fast" closure
that could result from fast closure
oeutrom flux, and heat flux Increase
coincident with
of the turbine control valves due to loadTherejection
Reactor Protection System
failures of the turbine bypass valves.
control valves is initiated
initiates a scram when fast closure of the
after
less than 30 milliseconds
and in This
valves
solenoid
acting
fast
action
the
by
byethe
achieved
is
closure.
fast
valve
start of control
reducing hydraulic control
of the fast acting solenoid valves in rapidly
valve actuator disc dump valves.
oil pressure at the main turbine control
switches whose contacts form
This loss of pressure is sensed by pressure
to the reactor protection system.
the one-out-of-two-twice logic inputq•reater
closure time and a different
This trip setting a nominally 50
turbine stop valve, combine to
valve characteristic from that of the
for the stop valve. No signifi
produce transients very similar to thattransient
analyses are discussed
cant change in MCPR occurs. Relevant
Report. This scram
in References 2 and 3 of the Final Safety Analysisof rated, as measured.
is ,bypassed when turbi.ne steam flow is below 30%
by'turbine first state pressure.
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2.

Scram on loss of control oil pressure
The turbine hydraulic control system operates using high
pressure
oil. There are several points in this oil system vhere
a loss of
oil pressure could result in a fast closure of the turbine
control
valves.
This fast closure of the turbine control valves is not
protected by the generator load rejection scram, since
failure of
the oil system would not result in-the fast closure
solenoid
valves being actuated.
For a turbine control valve fast closure.
the core would be protected by the APR4 and high reactor
pressure
scrams.
However, to provide the same m~argins as provided for
the
generator load rejection scram on fast closure of the
turbine
control valves, a scram has been added to the reactor
protection
system, which senses failure of control oil pressure
to the tur
bine control system.
This is an anticipatory scram and results in
reactor shutdown before any Lignificant increase in
pressure or
neutron flux occurs.
The transient response is very similar to
that resulting from the generator load rejection.

P.

Main Condenser Low Vacuum Scram
To protect the main condenser agdinat overpressure,
a loss of con
denser vacuum Initiates automatic closure of the turbine
stop valves
and turbine bypass valves.
To anticipate the transient and automatic
scram resulting from the closure of the turbine stop
valves, low con
denser vacuum initiates a scram.
The low vacuum scram set point is
selected to initiate a scram befcle the closure of the
turbine stop

valves is
G. & H.

initiated.

Main Steam Line Is,.mtion on Low Pressure and Main Steam Line
Isolation Scram

The low pressure isolation of the main steam lines at
825 psig was
provided to protect against rapid reactor depressurization
and the
resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage is
taken of the
scram feature that occurs when the main steam line isolation
valves
are closed, to provide for reactor shutdown so that
high power opera
tion at low reactor preoasurt does not occur, thus providing
protection
for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation
of the reac
tor at pressures lover than 825 peig requires that the
reactor mode
switch be in the STARTUP position, where protection
of the fuel cladding
integrity safety limit is provided by the IMK and APRH
high neutron flux
scrams.
Thus, the combination of main steam line low pressure
isolation
and isolation valve closure scram assures the availability
of neutron
flux scram protection over the entire range of applicab!lity
of the fuel
cladding integrity safety limit.
In addition, the isolation valve
closure scram anticipates the pressure and flux transients
that occur
during normal or inadvertent isolation valve closure.
With the scrams
set at 10 percent of valve closure, neutron flux does
not increase.

(

2.1

EBAS E~
J.

& K.

and
water level set point for initiation of HCI
low veactor
startinit LPC1
_and
valves
isolation
steam
main
closing
RCIC,
and core spray putaps.

inventory and provide core
These systems maintain adequate coolant
clad temperatures.
cooling with the objective of preventing excessive
func

perform the intended
The design of these systems to adequately
set point and initia
scram
level
low
tion is based on the specified
Section 14 of the
in
tion set points. Transient analyses reported in adequate safety
result
FSAR demonstrate that these conditions
margins for both the fuel and the system pressure.
L.

ReeeCe~s.

I.

Plant Transient Evaluations for
Linford, R. B.. "Analytical Methods of
NEDO-10802, Feb., 1973.
the General Electric Boiling Water Reactor,"
BFNP unit 1 reload 2,
.L GE BWR Reload 2 Licensing Amendment for dated November 1978.
1
6
NEDO-2413 , August 1978 and Revision
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UNIITING 5AFI-;rY SY'.;TU4 sUrrING
a.2

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

INTEGRITY

REACTOR COOlAT SYSTEM INTEGZRITY

2.2

ApplicabilitZ

App•icability

Applies to trip settings of the
instruments and devices which are
provided to prevent the reactor

Ar~lies to limits on reactor coolant
-@T:jtem pressure

system safety limits from being
exceeded.
O2jecti a

Objective

below which
Tv establish a lirit
the integrity of the reactor coolant
system is not threatened due to an
overp:essure condition.

the level of the process
To defl•i
variables at which automatic pro
tective action Is initiated to
prevent the pressure safety limit
from being exceeded.

Specification

Specification

A.

The pressure at the lowest point
of the reactor vessel shall not
exceed 1.375 psig whenever
irradiaced fuel is in the reac
tor vestel.

The limiting safety system settings
shall be as specified below:

Protective Action

A,

Nuclear system
relief valves
open--nuclear
system pressure

Limiting Safety
System Setting

1105 psig +
11 psi ( 4
volves)

1115 psit
11 psi ( 4

valves)
1125

psig

11 psi ( 5
valves)
1.
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Scram--nuclear
system high
pressure

'

1,055 pusg

I

29ACTOR COOLANT SYST1ZI INTLGRITY

the reactor coolant system pressure have been seletted
•.te safety limitts ftr
. ich thar. they are below pressurca at which it can be ahown that the £nLegrit:l
However, the pressure saeety limits are
iy:,-.sr' oc endangered.
of the
r )t high enough aisch that no foreseeable clrcu•atances can cause the syoLw
The pressure safety liults are arbitrarily
Sprosoure to rise over these limits.
alloevd by the applicable
overpressures
&elected to be the lorest transient
IEt. sa USAS Piping
Section
Code.
Vessel
ASHE Roller and Pressure
.ode,
•i.].
Seetiomi
,ie.
'-.,e design pressure (1,250 psig) of the reactor vessel to estebliethed such
that. when the 10 percent allowance (125 psi) allowed by the ASHE loller and
rremeire Veseel Code Section III for preseure transients to added toi the
Jeoign pres'ire, a transient pressure lit•it of 1,375 pdic to eatabli.lteJ.
Correa?onJinsly, the design prevoure (1,148 puig for suctdion atd 1.326
for discharge) of Che reactor recirculation systen piptll are a'-rh that.
paol
when the 20 percent allowance (230 and 265 psi) allowed by USAS Piping (.ode.
Section 3)1.1 for pressure transients are added to the design pressures.
transient pressure limits of 1.378 and 1.591 psai are established. 1hus.
the preessure esafety limit applicable to power operation is iestablished at
1,75 paig (the lowest transient overpreesure alleoed by the pertinent coJeo),
ASHE SoLler end Pressure Vessel Code, Sectios 111, sad USAS Piptul Code,
Section 631.1.
The current cycle's safety analysis concerning the most severe abncrmal
operational transient ressutlting directly in a reactor coolant system
pressure increase Is given in Reference 5.
The reactor vessel pressure code limit of 1.375 psig given in subsection 4.2
by
of the safety analysis report is well above the peak pressure produced
limit
safety
pressure
the
Thus,
the overpressure transient described above.
result
can
that
pressure
peak
the
applicable to power operation is vell above
due to reasonably expected overpreasure tranoientse
Higher design pressures have been established for piping withai the reactor
These increaaed design pressures
coolant gydtets tihan for the reactor vessel.
If the pressure within the
thnt,
create a consistent design which aewures
vithin the piping
pressures
the
psig.
1,375
exceed
reactor vessel does not
tannot excoed their respective transient presoute limits due to static and
pump heeds.
li9' safety limit of 1.375 peti actually applies to any point 9" the reactor
wate'r head. the highest previure poiait
vessel; hovever* because of the sti-iz
Because the ;,reasure is ýiot no:itcored
will occur at the bottom of the venasl.
at this point. it cAnnot be directly ietermined ti thim safety IL-cir has been
kl1o, becruse of the potentially varyliug head level and flow pres
violated.
@ore dropd. On aquivAleat pressure cannot be 4 priori determined for a
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BASES
pressure monitor higher In the vessel.
Therefore,
ol1lowino- any tranciert
that is severe enough to cause concern that this safety limit was violuted,
a calculation wiLL be performed using aLL avaiulaabe In'ormation to d"u-ter
mine if the safety limit was violated.
REM.-MCES
1.

Plant Sa-.ety Analysis

2.

AS:F. Aoiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III

(BF:'IP .SAR Section 1L.O)

3. USAS Piair.& Code, Section B31.1
i:, .,.-sctor ":zsel and Appurtenances Mechanicel

srn

(2P

F.R

Subsecticn !.2)
5.

GE BWR Reload 2 Licensing Amendment for BFINP unit 1 reload 2,
NEDO-24136, August 1978 and Revision 1 dated November 1978.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM INTEGRITY
valves have been
To meet the safety design basis, thirteen relief
of nuclear boiler
92_4%
of
capacity
total
a
with
unit
the
on
installed
The analysis of the worst overpressure transient,
rated steam flow.
(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting
the direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel
pressure of 1273 psig if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering
This results in an 102 psig margin to the code
12 valves operable.
allowable overpressure limit of 1375 psig.
To meet the operational design, the analysis of the plant isolation
with by-pass valve failure to open) assuming
transient (tu-bine trip
presented in Reference 5 on page 29. This
is
scram
trip
a turbine
valves limit pressure in the
analysis shows that 12 of the 13 relief
This analysis~hows that peak system pressure
steam line to 1201 psig.
vessel over
is limited to 1229 psig which is 146 psig below the allowed
pressure of /375psig.
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TAXLE 3-2.C
t14SThUX12-TATTO4i ThAKT ltTlTIATES 100o EtCCS
Operable, Per

Trir' Ltvtl Settic?,

Tutiettton
C+

0

00Q66%4 + 422 (2)

2W1

APL4 l pscale (Flo" Bias)

2(1)

APLH Upscale (Startup Mode) (8)

2(1)

APRJ( Dow.nscale (9)

2(l)

APM~ Inoperative
Ritm

1(0)

312

< 0.66W1 +

Upscale MPow Bias)

(2

), 3?

IBM DO~inecale (9)
(10%)
RDH Inoperati.ve
'108S1125 of full scale

3

1P.I{ Upscale (8)

a

3(0)

IRK Davtssca1e (3)(8)

30)

IM) Detector not in Startup

'51125

?OiiMtof

(8)

of fUll

ocale

(11)

ILRM Inoperative (8)
2(1)(6)

,( x 10 5couats/eec.

EXI Upscale (8)

30 3 coufltsfscC.

51)4 Dqmrscale (4) (8)
2(l) (6)

S2.4 Detector not in Startup PosittLa

20l)(6)

SIRN Inoperative (8)

201)

Flom BIas Ccaparator

2(l)

.Flow Bias Upscale
Rod Block Lo~ir.
RSCS IRe3train
(PS-85-61A &
PS-85-61 B)

(4)(8)

(11)

41011 difference in Vreccu~tst@' £1.,
.C1102 recirculationi flov
N/A
1147 psig turbine
power)
first stage pressure (approxi-3tely 302

rrvil TAA Ir
-F

t~ew r

Por the
F.

1[

startep

there 41,8ll

be

and run poettios,
two operable or
and APPL4 (.•trtup

of
tripped

the tractor
trip

Mode .elaetor
lyste-4 for each

fvitcli,

functinn.
The SRM, IkM.,
mode). blocks need not be operable In
"Run . ode, and the APR.1P (Flov bilaed)
and RX5M rod blocks need not be
operable in ""tartup" rtode.
It the first column cannot be ret for
One of the t%-'o
trip eyetss, this condition iey exist
for u% to setn
days provided 'that during thAt tivte the
operable oyste- is functionall
tested ItmwediAtely and dlly
thereafter; if this ccndition last loner7
than seven days, the 9yt~em with the Inoperable
channel ohall be tripped.
If the first column cannot be mit *for
both trip oyettam,
botb trip
sseymv.e shall be trippod.
W is the rccirculatlon loop flow In
percent of desipn.
Trip level settinR is
in percent of rated 1),- cr (329.1
,)
.
A rtjio
of FRP/C'.F1.PD <1.0 is permittcd
at reduced power.
See Specific'ation 2.1 for AR.M'1 control
rod block setpoint.
M dmmaoale is byt!ss•ed when it is On
it3 love~t range.

2.

3.
4.

This function ti
talnRe

S.

bypassed

ih41n the count rate ti

3 100 cps std "jX4 above

2.

One instrument chnnnel; i.e., one AP;R4
or 19.- or X", per trip systwo
may be bypassed except cly
one of four SP,1 may be bypased.

IRH channels A, E, C. C all In range 8 b•"sae,
S2?X chaanels A 6 C

.

functions.

IRM channel& B, T, D. H all in range 8
bypasses
twuictiong.
7

The fillov-ing op-rational

restraintc

SM4 channols

I S 1)

arppy to the RBE

b.

only:
are bypassed when reactor power is 4
305.
The RT. need nct be operable in the "startup"
position of the
reactor mode selector switch.

c.

Two HRB

a.

d.

Both RBX char.nels

channels are provided and only one of
these may be
bypassed from the console.
An RBE' channel Tray be out of service
for testing and/cr maintenance provided
this conrition does
not last
longer than 2- hours in ary thirty
day period.

If minimum conditions for Table 3.2.C are
not met,

administrative

controls shell be immediately imposed
to prevent control rod

witIhdrawal.
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The HPCI
a break
sults in
flov is

Are provided to detect
high fiow and temperature instrumentation
instruL~entation re
th1i
of
Tripping
in the HPCI steam piping.
Tripptng logic for the high
Actuation of HPC[ isolation valves.
required :o be operable.
a I out of 2 logic, and all sensors are

equipmenL is sensed by 4
ULigh temperature in the vicinity of the HPCI
16 teiaperature switches
The
sets of 4 bimetallic temperature switches.
switches in each trip
temperature
8
with
are arranged in 2 trip systems
system.
200*F for high tem
The HPCI trip settings of 90 psi for high flow and
fission product
and
prevented
is
uncovery
perature are such that core
li-mits.
release is withln
the sami
The RCIC high flow and temperature instrumentation are arranged
and
flow
high
for
20
"
450"
of
setting
trip
The
as that for the HIPCI.
HPCI.
the
as
criteria
same
the
on
based
are
200"F for temperature
could indicate
Hi1gh temperatmore at the Reactor Cleanup System floor drain
the cleanup
occurs,
temperzture
high
a break in the cleanup system. WIhen
system is isolated.
The instrumentation which initiates CSCS action is arranged
bus system. As for other vital Instrumentation arratiged in
the Specification preserves the effectiveness of the -ystem
An
periods when naintenance or testing is being perforned.
performed.
being
is
testing
this is when logic functional

in h dual
this fashion.
even during
exception to

control
The control rod block functions are provided to prevent excessive
logic
trip
The
1.07.
to
rod withdrawal so that HCPR does not decrease
for this function is 1 out of n: e.g., any trip on one of six APX4's,
eight R.4''s, or four SM's will result in a rod block.
The minimum instr-ament channel requirements assure
tion to assure the single failure criteria is met.
channel requirements for the RBM may be reduced by
This tine period is only
testing, or calibration.
in a month and does not significantly increase the
ittadvertent control rod withdrawal.

I

sufficient instrumenta
The minimum Instrument
one for maintenance,
3' of the operating time
risk of preventing an

reduc
The APRM roed block function is flow biased and prevents a significant
pro
APR'(
The
flow.
reduced
at
tion in HCPR , especially during operation
increase
power
core
gross
the
lirmits
i.e.,
vides gross core protection;
The
from withdrawal of control rods in the normal withdrawal sequence.
trips are set so that KCPR is maintained greater than 1-07.
i.e.,
The RBM rod block function provides local protection of the core;
for a
core,
the
of
region
local
a
in
power
critical
of
the prevention
single rod withdrawAl error from a limiting control rod pattern.
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If the IRX channels are in the worst condition of nlloved by-p,•n,,
the
sealing arrangement is such that for
unbypassed IRYI channels, a rcd blo(_k
signal is generated before the detected
neutrons flux has Increaced by
more than a factor of 10.
A downmcale indication Is an indication
the instrument has fail.ed or the,.
instrument is not sensitive enough.
In either ca3ý" the inot.•,-nent Vill
not respond to changes in control rod
motion and thus, contrc! rod tWtiv,

It prevented.

The refueling interlocks also operate
one logic channel, and -,re requlrt-_
for safety only when the mode switch
is in the refueling por.ftion.
For effective emergency core cooling
for small pip- breaks, the H1PCI nv--,:.
must function since reactor pressure
does not decrease rapti enough to
allow either
core spray or LPCI to operate in tim.
The at-t•.c
pr'x., .'r+
relief
function is provided as a backup to
the HPC7 In thL uvt-r:t the .i:
dots not operate.
The arr.angement of the trippinru
contacts !: ouch z.; r
provide this function when necessary
and minimize spurious op'et-i
on.
T..
trip
sectins
given In the specification are adeq-.te
to sr:.:v.
the
.'bre
criteria
are met.
Tha specification preserves the effectiv
-.:,i-.E of th:'
eyatem during periods of maintenance,
testing, or celtbration, Lnd al•.L
minimizes the risk of inadvertent operation;
i.e.,
only one i..t"ume:t
channel out of service.
Two post treatment off-gas radiation
monitors are provided and, 'then thetir
trip
point is reached, cause an isolation
of the off-gas line.
jnolaro
c:,
is initiated
when both instrumerts reach their high
trip
point or one han
an upscale trip
and the other a downscale trip or both
have a dotznscale
trip.

both instruments are

required

for trip

but the

instrument3

are set so
that any Instruments are set so that the instantaneous
stack release rr:te
limit given
in

Specification

Four radintLon snonitor% are
Contaiximent
IsolAtIon (Group
and operation of the Standby
monitor the radiation in the

the Refueling Zone.

3.8 is

not exceeded.

providl.i,
for each.'u•nL .d-ich initiLate ?rimnry
6 isolation valves) Reactor Building
Isolation
Gas Treatment System.
These inctrunent ch-r:ncls
Reactor zone ventilation exhaunt ducto
end it,

Trip setting
of 100 mr/hr for the monitors in the Refueling
Zcn
a re baýcd
upon initiating
normal ventilation isolation and SCTS
operation so that
none of the activity
released during the refueling accident
leaves the
Reactor Building via, the normal ventilation
path but rather n1l th5 8ctivSt'
ts processed by the SGTS.
Frlov integrators and sump fill
rate and putap out rate timers ert used
to
determine leakage in the dryweil.
A systcte whereby the tiizi interval
to
fill
a known volume will be utilized to
provide a backup.
An air
sampling
syo t r., Is a l c o p r o v i d e d t o d e t e c t l e n '.,-n t In nDi e
Lh - p r i mar y c tnr~t z .r t;n t
(See T.ý'lple 3.2.E).
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doe. prov'ide the operator -.4th a visua! IndlcatIoA of neu
tron 1!e.t.
The conseq~iencea u. rL
iv!r
iccidentq art

function, of the Inrital netron fl-in.
at

Ico-it

3 counts1

per neccnd

aasurci

7he reqe!rer-c of

that

an

trensient,

should It occur,
tnii at or alove :the ilnt; il value of
10- of rnted priv-r t.. ?d 1:10L lniy.z
o( '.rin~i~nt~i frua
CoId c:nirtiona.
Oai o,'ermbis- !.?A chan.-el vould he ade uicte
to mounitor the approach to c:Iticality us!ng hcxogeneous
patterna of scattered con:rol rod v.hdr~vai.
A mnm
of two opersble SR4'a are provicad as an added cornerVatism.
3.

The Rcd Block Monitor (RBM) is des!gned to automat~ially
prevent fuel damage In the even' of erroncous rod vithiraval
from location5 oi high power density durlig high pover level
operacion.
Two channels are provided, ind one o! these may
be bypasoed from the console tor ru!n:enance and/or testing.
TrippInx of one of the channels will block erroneous rod
withdrawal soon enough to prevent fuel damage. The apeci
tied restrictions with one channel cut of rervice conserva
tively a3aure th3a fuel daiage will not occur due to rod

vithdraw!. irrors when this condition exists.

A limiting control rod pattern is a pattern which results
in the core being on a thermal hydraulic limit, (le,
MCPR given by Soec. -3..K or LHGR of 18.5 for 7x7 or
13.4 for 8 x8 and 8xMR). During use of such patterns, it is
judged that testing of the RB11 system prior to with
drawal of such rods to assure its
operability will
assure that improper withdrawal does not occur.
It is normally the responsibility of the Nuclear
Engineer to identify these limiting patterns and
the designated rods either when the patterns are
initially
established or as they develop due to the
occurrence of inoperable control rods in other than
limiting patterns.
Other personnel qualified to per
form these functions may be designated by the plant
superintendent to perform these functions.
Scram Insertion Times
The control rod system is designated to bring the reactor
subcritical at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage;
ie, to prevent the NCPR from becoming less than 1.07.
The
limiting power transient is given in Reference 1. Analysis
of this transient shows that the negative reactivity rates
resulting from the scram with the average response of all
the drives as given in the above specification provide the
required protection, and MCPR remains greater than 1.07.
On an early BWR,

some degradation of control rod scram

perforrn;nce occured
Co be caincI'uI.s1y

during

plant
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startup

and was

determined

).3/4.3

lSASYN:
pArticulate materlal
(probably construction
debris) p-u,,gnlg an
internal control rod
drive filter.
The design of the prCbLnt
control rod drive (Model
7RDB1443) is grossly improved
by the
relocation of the filter
to a lo'.ation out of
the scram drive
path; I.e., It tan no longer
interfere with acrt.re porfi-:.7nce,
even if completely blocked.
The degraded performance of
the originAl drive (CP.D7%D•2,I.A)
under dirty operating
tonditlons and the insensitIvity
of the
redeiRned drive (CRD7RDBI44B)
has been demonqtrrrted
*erlis of engineering
by a
tests under oimutated
re,.ctor opL-r.trng
conditions. The successful
perforcaeic,. of the ntw
driv. vnJav
actuil operating conditions
con xtetent ly Rood In-srrvice has also be~en demor,-trated by
teet re-utt o for pl.
new Iryve and may be
o.1n L•.•I,,r
the
inferred from plantu
using: t!.t old,' v r',odel
driv. with a modified
(larger screen size)
inLLTr.al filtcr
to I- s prone to plugging.
whfch
Data has been docU-i.nted
lancj reports In various
by -vui-.'il
Oyster Creek, Monticello, operati-.g plait@. Their, iocluTe
Dresden 2 anJ DreadLr,
3.
App7:.ýz..rtely
5000 drive tests have
been recorded to date.
Following identification
of the "'plugged filter"
problen, vv.y
frequent scram testj
were necessAry to ensure
proper Perfcr•.i.rce.
However, the vore frequent
scram tests are no. c .riderec'ctrily
unneces3ary and unvise
for the following ressor.!:
1.
Crratic scrar performaiice
has been Identifie?
as du.! Lo ar
obstructed drive filter
In type "A" driver.
The
drIver it.
8FN(P are of the new "B" type
design whose &c-r,-4 perforn-rnce
is unaffected by filter
condition.
2.
The dirt load is primarily
released during startup
reactor when the reactor
of the
and its
eystems P.re first
to flown and prean-,re
subjected
and thermal streoseo.
Special atten
tion and meaturee cre
now being taken to asnure
Syatemi.
cleaner
Rev.ctora with drives
identical or similtr
etroke, smtaller pivton
(shorter
areas) have operated
through many
refueling cycles with
no sudden or erratic
changes In scram
jerformance.
This preoperational
and startup testrg
itc
".ufficlent to detect anomalous
drive perfor-nance.
3.
he ?2-hour outage limit
which initiated the start
of the
•requenr
scrim. tenting is arbiLrary,
havin,other than quantifying
a "major outage" whichno logical basis
might reasona
bly be caused by an
event so severe as to
poscibly affect
drive performance.
This requirement is
unJise because It
provides an Incentive
"'on line" to avoid the for
shortcut actions to
hasten returnl-,q
additiont.1 testing
due a 72-hour
ourag_2.
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3.314.)3

S...:
scram testing of all the
The surveillance requirement for
and 10Z of the control
control rods after each refueling outaRe
for determining the opera
rods at 16-week intervals is adequate
is not so frequent so to
bility of the control rod system yet
system components.
cause excessive wear on the control rod
predicted scram perfor
The numerical values assigned to the
from ocher BWR's with
data
of
"mance are based on the analysis
on Browns Ferry Nuclear
control rod drives the same as those
Plant.
the limits, but signifi
The occurrence of scrart times within
be viewed as an indica
cantly lon-er than the average, should
rod drives especially
control
tion of systematic problem with
scram times exceeds
such
if the number of drives exhibiting
rods.
inoperable
of
eight, the allowable number
390 milliseconds
In the analytical treatment of the transients,
scram point
the
reaching
are allowed between a neutron sensor
is ade
This
insertion.
and the start of negative reactivity
the typically observed
quate and conservative when compared to
Approximately 70 milli
time delay of about 270 milliseconds.
trip point, the pilot
seconds after neutron flux reaches the
goes to zero an
scram valve oolenoid power supply voltage
rod motion begins.
control
approximately 200 milliseconds later,
scram inser
allowable
the
The 200 milliseconds are included in
3.3.C.
tion times specified in Specification
as required
testing
* In order to perform scram time
of certain
4.3.C.1, the relaxation
by specification
is
in the rod sequence control system
restraints
may be
Individual rod bypass switches
required.
4.3.C.l.
used as described in specification
of any rod bypassed must be known
The position
sequence.
be in accordance with rod withdrawal
described in
Bypassing of rods in the manner

specification

to

4.3.C.1 will allow the subsequent

the 100 percent to
withdrawal of any rod scrammed in
will
it
50 percent rod density groups; however,
in the
rods
all
maintain group notch control over
In
range.
level
50 percent density to preset power
the
in
rods
of
prevent movement
addition, RSCS will
range until
preset power level
to
density
50 percent
withdrawn.
the scrammed rod has been
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3.3/4.4

BASFS:
D.

Reactivity

Anomalies

During each fuel cycle excess operative reactivity
varies
as fuel depletes and as any burnable poison
in supplementary control is burned.
The magnitude
of this
excess reactivity
may be inferred
from the
critical
rod configuration.
As fuel burnup pro
gresses,
anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity
may be detected by comparison of the critical
rod
pattern
at selected
base states
to the predicted
rod inventory at that state.
Power operating base
conditions provide the most sensitive
and directly
interpretable
data relative
to core reactivity.
Furthermore,
using power operating base conditions
permits frequent reactivity
comparisons.
Requiring a reactivity
comparison at the specified
frequency assures that
a comparison will
be made
before the core reactivity
change exceeds 1%6
Deviations in core reactivity
greater
than I%1%
are
not expected and require thorough evaluation.
One
percent reactivity
into
the core would not lead to
transients
exceeding design conditions of the reactor
system.
References
1.

General Electric
BWR Reload 2 Licensing
Amendment for BFNP unit 1 reload 2, NEDO-2hl36,
August 1978 and Revision 1 dated November 1978.
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.4

ASES:
A.

STANMBY LlQU1

CONTROL SYSTEM

If no more than one operable control rod is withdrawn, the basic shutdown
reactivity requirement for the core is satisfied and the Standby Liquid
Thus, the basic reactivity requirement
Control System is not required.
of vhen the liquid control sys
determinant
primary
the
is
core
the
for
tem is required.
The purpose of the liquid control system is to provide the capability of
bringing the reactor from full power to a cold. xenon-free shutdown condi
tion assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods can be inserted.
To meet this objectivi, the liquid control system is designed to inject
a quantity of boron that produces a concentration greater than 600 pp.
The 600 ppm con
of boron in the reactor core in less than 125 minutes.
reactor from
the
bring
to
required
centration in the reactor core is
the
considering
condition,
subcritical
a
to
full power
tiot to cold reactivity difference, xenon poisoning, etc. The time
requirement for inserting the boron solution was selected to override
the rate of reactivity insertion caused by cooldown of the reactor fol
Loeing the xenon poison peak.
T e minimum limitation on the relief valve setting Is intended to prevent
the loss of liquid control solution via the lifting of a relief valve at
The upper limit on the relief valve settings provides
too low a pressure.
system protection from overpressure.

I.

Only one of the two standby liquid control pumping loops is needed for
One inoperable pumping circuit does not immed
operating the system.
istely threaten shutdown cepability, and reactor operation can continue
Assurance that the remaining
while the circuit is being repaired.
end that the long-term average
function
perform its intended
system vill
availability of the system is not reduced is obtained fro a one-out-of
two system bf an allowable equipment out-of-service time of one-third
This method determines an equip
of the normal surveillance frequency.
Additional conservatism is introduced
days.
ten
of
ttme
ment out-of-iervicc
time to seven days. and by increased
out-of-service
allowable
the
reducing
by
testing of the operable redundant component.

C.

I.evcl indication and alarm indicate whether the solution volume has
changed, which might indicate a possible solution concentration change.
The test interval has been established in consideration of these factors.
Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system ar4 annunciated in the
control room.
The solution is kept at least 10"F above the saturation temperature to
The margin is included in Figure 3.&.2.
guard against boron precipitation.
The volume concentration requirement of the solution are such that should
evaporation occur from any point within the curve, a low level alarm will
annunciate before the temperature-concentration requirements are execeded.
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LIHITINt CONDITIONS FOR OPErP

ON

3.5.F Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
2.

If

the RCICS is

SURVEIL.ANC-

4.5.F Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
2.

inoperable,

the reactor may remain in
operation for a period not
to exceed 7 days if the
HPCIS is operable during
such time.
3.

G.

2.

When it is determined that the
RCICS in inoperable, the HPCIS
shall be demonstrated to be
operable immediately and weekly
thereafter.

If specifications 3.5.F.1
or 3.5.F.2 are not met, an
orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the reactor
shall be depressirizeed to
less than 122 psig within
24 hours.

G.

Automatic Dopressurization
System (AIDS)
1.

IEQUIREMENTS

1.

Four of the six valves of
the Automatic Depres;uri
zation System shall be
operable:
(1)

prior to a startup
from a Cold Condition,
or,

(2)

whenever there is irra
diated fuel In the reactor
vessel and the teactor
vessel prt:!sure is greater
than 105 psig, except as
specified in 3.5.G.2 and
3.5.G.3 below.

If threc of the six ADS valves
are known to be incapable of
autcmatlc opvration, the
reactor may remain in opera
tion for a poriod not to
exeeed 7 days, pro, ;ded the
Le.h1e
liiCf :y: tm:.
(Note that the prv:::mre
-,,[" these
reltef ftiiimtio
valves is assured by
section 3.6.1) of thc:;e
specifications and that this
spee• 1c;it-ion only aPPpties
If more
to the A:S fiunct ion.)
than theiee of the six ADS
valves aie knL'wn te be fncap
oper.atlon,
able of .: on it
an .hT!U-,eJi ate orderly s.lhutdown
shall be inlti.a.t~d. 'irh the
coll
reactor In a hot ."h.!.dovn
dition I1. 6 hour;: and in a cold
shutdown condition in the
following 18 hours.

Amendment No. U, 70, 47

Automatic Depressurization
System (ADS)
During each operating cycle
the following tests shall be
performed on the ADS:
a.

2.

157

A simulated automatic
actuation test shall be
performed prior to start:ip
after each refueling out
Manual surveillance
age.
valves is
of the relief
covered, in 4.6.D.2.

When it is determined that morc
than two of the ADS valves arc
incapable of automatic operation.,
the UPCIS shall be demonstrated
to be operable immediately and
daily thereafter as long as
Specification 3.5.G.2 applies.

LIMITINC

In110Ný

rO)

SUFWEILLANCF. REr$J1RENFNTS

.Pi.PATION

SURVEILLA14CE REryjlRL-MFNTS
4.5.C Automrtic Depressurization
System (ADS)

3.5.r. Autnmnttc

Oenre-iuriztion
S.•s tein _(AD)S)

3.

If specifications 3.5.G.1
and 3.5,G.2 cannot be met,
an orderly shutdown will be
And the reactor
initiated
veoecl preisure shall be
reduced to 105 psig or less

withir. 24 hours.
It.

M.AfntenAnre

H.

of Filled Diacharre

MAintenancr of Filled Dischargc

Pi£pe
The folloving surveillance require
ments shall be adhered to to assure
that the discharge piping of the
core spray systems, LPCI, HPCI, and
RCIC are filled:

Whenever Lhe core spray oystems,
LPCI, HPCI, or RCIC.are required
to be operable, the discharge
p~pinK from the pump dtscharge
of these 6yxtcms to the last
bc filled.
block valve shall
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3.S.K

CONDITtIONS

i-a-;'.,NS

SURVFILLA4C1,

FOR OPERATION

4.5.H

Mintenance of Filled .Discharge Pipe

Maintena;ce of Filled Discharge Pip.e

I.

Every month
prior to the t•!`12
of the RXRS (LPCI and ContatlUCMt
Spray) and core spray systems, the
discharge piping of these systems
shall be vented from the high point
and water flow determined.

RHR
head tank may be used to serve the

2.

The pressure
tank is unavailable.
of the RKR
dischaurge
the
on
indicators
not less
and CS pumps shall indicate
'below.
than listed
48 psig
PI-75-20
48 psig
Pl-T5_68
48 psig
Fl-74-51
48 psig
PI-T-4-65

Following any period where the LCI
or ;ore spray systems have not been
required to be operable, the dis
charge piping of the Inoperable sys
tem shall be vented from the high
point prior to the return of the
system to service.

3.

suction of the RCIC and HPCI pumps
the condensate
Sa1l be aligned to
pressure suppres
the
and
tank,
storage
sion chadber head tank shall normally
-e

be aligned to serve the discharge piping
The condensate

of 4he PR and CS pumps.

and CS discharge piping if

the PSC head

I. Average Planar Linear Heat Generation
Rate

During steady state power operation,

the

Maximum Average Planar Heat Generation
fuel as
Rate (HAPLHGR) for each type of

a function of average planar exposure
shall not exceed the limiting value
shows in Tables

W

at any time during operation it

4.

is

4etermined by normal surveillance that

the limiting value for APLHGR is being

exceeded,

i1
Whenever the HPCI or RCIC system
the
from
suction
take
lined up to
condensate storage tank. the dis
charge piping of the HPCI and. RCIC
shall be vented from the high point
of the system and water flow observed
on a monthly basis.
When the KP.RS and the CSS aralre
quired to be operable, the pressure
indicators which monitor the dis
charge lines shall be monitored
daily and the pressure recorded.

action shall be initiated with

in 15 minutes to restore operation to

If the
•?ithiu the prescribed limits.
the
APLOGR is not returned to within
hours,
prescribed limits within two (2)
Cold
the reactor shall be brought to the

Z.

Shutdown condition within 36 hours.

tion

Surveillance and corresponding action
shall continue until reactor operation
is within the prescribed limits.

7.

J.

any rod in any fuel assembly at any

47

(,APLHCR)

Linear Heat Generation Rate

(LHGR).

shal:
The LHGR as a function of core het4ht
at
opera:ion
be checked daily during reactor
power.
thermal
rated
) 25%

axial location shall not exceed the
by
maximm allowable LHGR as calculated
the following equation:

A,

Rate

Heat Ceaerx

a func
The MAPLHCR for each type of fuel as
be
shall
exposure
tion of average planar
operation
reactor
during
daily
determined
at 3 23% rated thermal pomer.

(LHGR)
Linear Heat Generation Rate
the
During steady state power operation,
of
(LHGR)
rate
linear heat generation

Amendment No.

Maximum Average Planar Linear
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1TTKTING CONJITIONS

LHGR ma.x <-- LHGRd [I Deitgn LI{GR

LIIGR
6P/P)

rEITLLANLE RFQU I F2V.HTS

O77FA'1'_ON

1ILAC

PRt~O

V

(P/P)

max

~URX.T

(L/LT)]

- 18.5 kWitt.
--1-. • -w/f

for 7x7fuel
for Rxpflel

- Maximum
ng penalty
max =0.026 [or
,,j
(Mf
ki
= 0.022 t or 8X8 J tilt

12-0. feetfor 7X7 fuel
12.2 feet for 8X8 fuel
L = Axial position above bottom of core

LTA-

Total core

length

=

If at any time during operation it is deter
mined by normal surveillance that the limiting
value for LHGR is being exceeded, action shall
be initiated
within 15 minutes to restore
operation to within the prescribed limits.
If the LHCR is not returned to within the
prescribed limits within two (2) hours, the
reactor shall be brought to the Cold Shutdown
condition within 36 hours.
Surveillance and
corresponding action shall continue until
reactor operation is within the prescribed
limits.
K.

Minimum

Critical Power Ratio

K.

(MCPR)

Rep 2 rtipn_
Rket tr enme;ts
I1 any of the limiting ,'lJuei identit [ed i a
Specifications 3.5.1, J, or K arc exceeded ,nd
the specified remedial action is taken, the
event shall be logged and reported in a l0-day
wrritten report.
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Critical

Power

Ratio

(MCPR)

The MCPR operating limit for cycle 3 is
1.34 for 7x7 fuel and 1.43 for 8x8 and
8xBR fuel.
These limits apply to
steady state power operation at rated power
and flow. For core flows other than rated,
theMCPR shall be greater than the above limits
Kf is the value shown in Figure
times Kf.
3.5.2.
If'at any tlime during operation
it
is determined by normal surveillance that
the lJmiting value for MCPR is being exceeded,
action shall be initiated within 15 minutes to
restore operation to within the prescribed
limits.
If the steady s-tate ,CPR is not
returned to within the prescribed limits within
two (2) hours, the reactor shall be brought to
the Cold Shutdown condition uithin 36 hours,
Surveillance and corresponding action shall
continuv' until re.ý,ctcr oper.t
ion is within
the preser[bed limits.
L.

Mirimum

MCR shall be determined dAlly
during reactcr power operation at
> 25Z rated therm-sl power and fol
lowing nny chan~e in power level or
distribution thht would cause opera
tioa with a limiting control rod
pattern as described in the bases f

Specification 3.3.

3.9.G

Automatic Depressuri.atton System (AnS)

This speciflcation ensures the operability
of the ADS wider all condl
ttoen for b'hLC
the depressurization of the nuclear system
to a" eseon
tial responae to station abnormalities,
The nuclear system pressure relief system provides
automatic nuclear
system depressurizatlon for emall breaks In
the nuclear system so that
the low-pressure coolant Injection (LPC?) and
the core spray subsystems
can oprsete to protect the fuel barrier.
Note that this specificatton
applies only to the automatic feature of the
pressure relief system.
Specification 3.6.1) *pecifies the requirements
for the pressure relief
fwactioti of the valves.
It ts possible for any ntmbor of the valves
aseeirJn
to the ADS to be LncApable of perforanLn
their ADS functions

because of instrumentation (allure* yet be
fully capable of performing
their pressure relief function.

Because the outontalc depressurizatlon
system does not provide makeup to
the reactor primary vessel, no credit to
taken for the ste*&
cooling of
the core caused by the system actuation
to provide further conservatism

to the CSCB.
With two ADS valves known to be incapable of automatic
valves remain operable to perform their ADS function, operation, four
The ECCS loss
of-coolant accident analyses for small line breaks
assumed
that four
of the six ADS valves were operable. Reactor operation
with three ADS
valves inoperable is allowed to continue for seven
that the HPCI system is demonstrated to be operable,days provided
Operation with
more than three of the six ADS
valves inoperable is not acceptable.
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3.5

fASKS

3.5.11

Ma4intcnancc

of Filled ntsch1rgeripe

the discharge piping of the core spray, LPCI. HPCIS, and RCICS are not
filled, a water hammer can develop in this pipinn when the pump and/or
To minimize damage to the discharge piping and to ensure
pumps are started.
added marqin in the operation of these systems, this Technical Specification
requires the dischArRe lines to be filled whenever the system is in an
If a discharge pipe is not filled, the pumps that supply
operable condition.
that line must be assumed to be inoperable for Technical Specification pur
poses.
If

The core spray and RIR system discharge piping high point vent is visually'
checked for wnter flow once a ,month prior to testing to ensure that the
The visial checking will avoid starting the core spray or
lines are filled.
In addition to the visual
SIIR syntem with aidischarge line not filled.
discharge line other than prior to testing,
observation and to ensure a filled
a pressure suppression chamber head tank is located approximately 20 feet above
The
the discharge line highpoint to supply makeup water for these systems.
condensate head tank located approximately 100 feet above the discharge high
point serves as a backup charging system when the pressure suppression chamber
System discharge pressure indicators are used to
head tank Is not in service.

determine the water level above the discharge line high point.

The iodicators

willreflect approximately 30 psig for a water level at the high point and 45
paig for a water level in the pressuresuppression chamber head tank and are mon
itored daily to ensure that the discharge lines are filled.

When in their normal standby condition, the s,,ction for the IIPCI and RCIC
pinmps are Allp.ne, tn the condensate storare tank, which is physically At a
This assures thAt the tiPCl
hp.h.er elevatinn th.an the IIrCis and RCICS ptpinp..
Further .ssuirance is provided by
and RCIC disch.arge pipinr, remains filled.
ObservinR wnter flow from theme systems high points monthly.

3.5.1.

Mliximum I.varaje Planar Linear Heat Generation Rlt.g (ALHGR)
This specification assures that the peak cladding temperature following the
postulated design basis loss-of-coolant accident will not exceed the
limit specified in the lOCFR50, Appendix K.

The peak cladding temperature following a postulated loss-of-coolnnt acci
dent is primarily a function of the average hoot generation rate of all the
rods of a fuel assembly At any axial location and is only depcndcnt second
Since ex
arily on the rod to rod power distribution within an assembly.
pected local variations in power distribution within a fuel assembly affect
the calculated peak clad temperature by less than 4 20°F relative to the
peak tenmperature for a typical fuel design, the limit on the averag~e linear
heat generation rate is sufficient to assure chat calculated temperatures
The limilting value for MAPLHGR
are within the IOCFR50 Appendix K limit.
Is shown in Tables 3.5.1-i,-2,-3,-4,-5A7_•The analyses supporting these
056 and NED0-24136.
limiting values is presented in NEDO-

Amendment No.
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4.5

Core and Contaitiment Coolina Systems SurveLlla.;cz Frequencies
The testing interval for the core and containment z..A1rnA systems
on industry practice, quantitative reliability analysis, judgement
The core cooling systems have not been designed to
practicality.
For example, in the case of the HPCI,
testable during operacion.

is based
and
be fully
automatic

Initiation during power operation would result in pumping cold water into
Complete ADS testing during
the reactor vessel which is not desirable.
To increase
power operation causes an undesirable lose-of-coolant inventory.
components
the
system,
cooling
the availability of the core and containment
which make up the system; i.e., instrumentation, pumps, valves, etc., are
The pumps and motor operated injection valves are also
tested frequently.
A sinulated automatic actua
tested each month to assure their operability.
tion test once each cycle combined with monthly tests of the pirmps and injec
tion valves is deemed to be adequate testing of these systems.
When components and subsystems are out-of-service, overall core and contain
ment cooling reliabilLty is maintained by demonstrating the operability of
The de?.ree of operability to be demonstrated depends
the remaining equipment.
For routine
on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipiment.
the pump and
etc.,
maintenance,
preventative
out-of-service periods caused by
of the
operability
demonstrate
to
valve operability checks will be performed
the
cause
deficiency,
design
failure,
a
if
However,
remaining components.
to
enough
thorough
be
should
operability
of
outage, then the demonstration
out-of
an
if
example,
For
exist.
not
does
assure that a generic problem
service period was caused by failure of a pump to dcliver rated capacity
due to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this type might be subjected
to a flow rate test in addition to the operability checks.
Whenever a CSCS system or loop is made inoperable because of a required
tent or calibration, the other CSCS systems or loops that are required to be
operable shall be considered operable if they are within the required surveil
lance testing frequency and there is no reason to suspect they are inoperable.
If the function, syRtem, or loop under test or calibration is found inoperable
or exceeds the trip level setting, the LCO and the required surveillance
testing for the system or loop shall apply.
Redundant operable components are subjected to increased testing during equip
This adds further conservatism and increases
ment out-of-service times.
assurance that adequate cooling is available should the need arise.

Maximum Average Planar LHGR,
The MAPLHGR,

LHGR,

LHGR.

and MCPR

and MCPR shall be checked daily to determine if fuel burnup,

Since changes
or control rod movement has caused changes in power distribution.
a daily
daily,
moved
due to burnup are slow, and only a few control rods are
check of power distrLbution is

adequate.
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.j.

Llnenr

Thbi

Heat

CeneratLion

Rate

apecification assures

Is

less than

Is

postulated.

(r.11CR)

that the linear heat generation rate In any rod

the design linear heat generation

if

fuel pellet denA.ifcation

The power spike pcnalty specified Is hased oii

thL- *nal
y9sa prrsrntod In Section 3.2.1 of
Reference I as modified in References
2 and 3, and Assunies a linu.arly Increasing variatioi,
It aii gaps be
tweeŽn coreŽ bottom and top, and assures
WJth a 95% confidcnce, that 11o more
than one fuel rod cýcceds the denipn
llcar
he.it Cencratlon rate due to power
apikinE.

Tno LICK ais a f-uctlon of core hcight shall
be checked daily dur
Ing reactor opecration at > 257 power to
determine if fuel burnup, or con
trol rod movetment hns cautcd chzinges in power
distribution.
For L)IGR to be
a luniting value below 257 rated thermal
power, the NTPF would have to be
greater than 10 which is precluded by
a considerable margin when employing
anL-__rmissible control rod pattern.
3.5.K

Minijum Critical

Pcrer Ratio (?MCpR)

At core thermtAl pcwer levels lees than
or equal to 251, the reactor will be
operating at minimum recirculation
p~ump speed and the moderator void content
vill
be ve-y small.
For all
designated control rod patterns which
may be em
ployed at this point, operating plant
experience and thermal hydraulic anal
ysie indicated that the resulting MCPR
value is in excess of requirements
by a considerable margin.
With this low void content, any inadvertent
core
floaw increase would only place operation
in a more conservative mode rela
tive to MCPR.

The daily requirement for calculating NCPR
above 25% rated thermal
power is suffcieant since power distribution
shifts are very slow when there
hsve not been significant power or
control rod changes.
The requirement for
calculatinj
KFCR when a limiting control rod pattern
i a&?proached ensure& that
HCPR will be knovn following
a change in power or poaer Shape (regardless
of
that could place operation at a thermal
limit.

"tagnitude)
3.5.L.

Reporting Requirements
The LCO's associated with monitoring the
fuel rod operating conditinns are
required to be mat at all times, I.e.,
there i1 ni allowable time in which
the plant can ýnouingly exceed the limiting
value. for ,APLRCR, LH4,R, and
MCPP.
that

if

It lo a requirement. as stated in Specifications
at any tize during steady state power
operation

that the limiting values for MA.PLHGR,

LHGR,

3.5.I.*J, .ed
.K.
it is determined

or MCPR are exceedfj

action is
then initiated to restore operation
to within the prescribed limits,
Thni
action is initiated as soon as normal
surveillance Indicates that
it
haj been reached.
Fach event involving steady State operation an operating lho
beyond a specified
li.mit shall be logged and reported
quarterly.
It must be reccgnized trhz
there is always an action which would
return any of the parartterz (M14APLHCR,
LHCR. or XCPR) to within prescribed
limits, namely power reduction.
Under
most circumstsacea, this will not be
the only alternative.
H

References
1.

2.

J.
4.

"Fuel i)eneifcacion
Fuel," Supple-entr

Fffects on General Electric Baoring
W.
6, 7, and 8, NE•V-10735,
August i973.

jW._t,-:ror

Supplement 1 to Technical Report on
Densifications of General
Electric Reactor Fvmels, December 14,
1974 (USA R2gulatory Staff).
Communication:
V. A. Moore to I. S. Mitchell, "Hooifled
C? !aodel
for Fuel Densificatlou," Docket 50-321,
March 27, 1974.
General Electric 8WR Reload 2 Li
ensing Amendment for BFNP unit).

reload 2,

NEDO-24136,

August 190h and Revision 1 dated November'
1978.
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TABLE 3.5.1-5
MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type: 8DR265H
Average Planar
Exposure

(MWd/t)
200
1000
5000

10,000
15,000

20,000
25,000
30,000

MAPLHGR
(kv/ft))

PCT

11.5
11.6
11.9
19.1
12.1
11.9
11.3

1707
1698
1681
1666
1688
1687
1639
1580

10.7

(OF)

TABLE 3.5.1-6
MAPPHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type: 8DR265L
Average Planar
Exposure
(MWd/t)

MAPLHGR
(kw/ft)

PCT
(OF)

200
1000

11.6

5000

12.1
12.1
12.1
11.9
11.3
10.7

1711
1700
1692
1663
1683
1683
1637
1579

10,000
15,000
20,000

25,000

30,000

Amendment No. 47
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3.6.C

v.,,t n.-'RATIM I

SUHvI:!I.LANrr. 90 ;1.4NT......T

- .

4:001at ILeaker-.

4.6.C Coolant _L.caaie

It the condition in I or 2

.

above cannot be met, an orderly
Shutdown shall be inittated
and the reactor shall be shut
downin the Cold Condition
within 24 houors.

Relief Valves

2.

D.

Rellef Valves
When more than one valve,
Ls known to
be failed, an ordery shut
douti shall be initiated and
the reactor depressurized to
leas than 105 psig within 24
hours.

1.

:.

0.

Jet ru=zs
1.

9.

Whenever the reactor is In the
Starcup or run modes. all Jet
pumps shall be operable.
If
It is determined that a jer
pump in inoperable, or if two
or more jet puap flow instru
Oent failures occur and can
Rot be corrected within 12
hours, an ore,.rly )Suteo.-n
shall be Inl:lated and the
reactor shall be phutdown in
the Cold Condition within 24

"hours.
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Approxitately orne-half of all
relief valves shall be bench
checked o: replaced vith a
bench-checked valve each cpera
tinC cycle.
All 13- valves
will have
been checked or replaced upon.
the cooulation of every second
cycle.

2.

Once during each operating
cycle, each relief valve shall
be manu:ally opened until ther-..
couples downstream of the vAlve
indicate steam Is flo'aireg froa
the valve.

3.

The Integrity of the relief
valve bellows shall be
continuously =onitored.

4.

At least one relief valve shall
be disassembled and inzpec:(d
each operating cycle.

Jet Pumps
1.

Wdhenever there is recirculatlon
flow uit!h the reactor in the
startup or run codes with both
recirculation pumps running.
Jet pump operability shall b6
checked daily by verifyLng thc
the followin; condi:ions do nat
occur simultaneously:
a.

I

the tvo recirculation loops
have a flow Imbalance of
15Z or core when the pumps
are operated at the same
speed.

SII_.Tjwr, cEflorioTs

j.4.I1

SURVfELLA4C t 4tF,)U11RMfT

'oR O-PEfATLO4

"Jet rump.

4.6.r Jet Pumps

1.

tlw

dWhen both recirculation p=:;
.re in steady state operation,
the speed of the faster pump

value Aerlrad from loop

flow seasuremns by core
than IOZ.

shalL be maintained within
122% the speed of the slower

c.

pump when core -power is 80% or
more of rated power or 135% the
speed of the zlower pxp when

core power Is below
rated power.
2.

8-W

of

of all let pu=np differen
pressures by more than
ti•l

2o%.

pmp shall be tripped.

2.

3. The reactor shall not be
operated with one recirculation
With the reactor

"the diffuser to lover plenfum
'lfferenrial ressure shall be
checked daily and the differen
pIressure of an individual
tial
jet •pump in a loop shall not

operating, if one recirculation
loop is out of service, the
plant shall be placed in a hot
shutdown condition within
24 hours unless the loop is
sooner returned to service.
Following one pup operation,
the discharge valve of the low-,

speed pL

may not be opened

'vary frcm the mean of all jet
pp, differemtial pressures 1z
that Ioop by more, than 10t.
I.

vzless the speed of the faster

r05)
Vimp is less than

Jet

1.

of its

rated speed.
5.

Wihenever there is recirculation
fIbi with the reactor In -the
Startup or Run Mode and one se

rtircalation pump 1i operating
with the equalizer -valve closed,

loop out of service for more

At.

The diffuser to loloer pluumi
differeatial pressure read
tng on an Individual jet
ytop 'varies from the mean

if specification 3.6.F.
ea4rnot be met, one recircu.lation

than 24 hours.

core
rate 'varies from the

4b. The ladicated valute o

3.6.T Jet Pt•p Flow Mismatch

?wmp Flow Mismatch

Recirculation. pump speeds shall
be checked asd logged at least
once per day.

Steady state operation with both

recirculation pumps out of ser
vice for up to 12 hrs is per
During such interval
witted.
of the recirculation
restart
umps is permitted, provided the
oop discharge temperature is
Within 75OF of the saturation
temperature of the reactor
vessel water as determined by
dome pressure.

C.
C.

1.

Structural Integrity
The structural iLntegrity of
1.
the primary system shall be
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Structural Inte.rit y
Table 4.6.A together rith sup
plezentary notes. specifies the

3.6/4.6

BASES:

The basis for the equilibrium coolant iodine activity limit is a
computed dose to the thyroid of 36 rem at the exclusion distance during
This dose is computed
the 2-hour period following a steam line break.
with the conservative assumption of a release of 140,000 lbs of coolant
prior to closure of the isolation valves, and a X/Q value of 3.4 x
10- 4 Sec/m 3 .
The maximum activity limit during a short term transient is established
from consideration of a maximum iodine inhalation dose less than 300 rem.
The probability of a steam line break accident coincident with an iodine
concentration transient is significantly ]owcr than that of the accident
alone, since operation of the reactor with iodine levels above the
equilibrium value is limited to 5 percent of total operation.
The sampling frequencies are established in order to detect the
occurrence of an iodine transient which may exceed the equilibrium
concentration limit, and to assure that the maximum coolant iodine
Additional sampling is required
concentrations are not exceeded.
following power changes and off-gas transients, since present
is related to
data indicate that the iodine peaking phenomenon
these erents.

3.6.C/4.6.C

Coolant l.eakage

Allowable leakage rates of coolant from the reactor coolant system have been
based on the predicted and experimentally observed behavior of cracks in
pipes and on the ability to makeup coolant system leakage in the event of
The normally expected background leakage due to
loss of offeite a-c power.
equipment design and the detection capability for determining coolant sys
The behavior
also considered in establishing the limits.
tem leakage ijre
of cracks In piping nyatems has been experimoentally and analytically inves
tigated asi part of the USAEC sponsored Reactor Primary Coolant System
Work utilizing the data obtained in
Rupture Study (the Pipe Rupture Study).

this study indicntes

that leakage from a crack can be detected before the
size by mecnanically or thermally

crack grows to a dangerous or critical

induced cyclic loading,

or stress corrosion cracking or some other mechanism

This evidence suggests that for leak
characterized by gradual crack growth.
for unidentified leakage, the
specified
limit
the
than
age somewhat greater
associated with such leak
or
cracks
imperfections
that
small
is
probability
However, the establishment of allowable unidentified
age would grow rapidly.
leakage greater than that given in 3.6.C on the basis of the data presently
available would he premature because of uncertainties associated with the
For leakage of the order of 5 gpm, as specified in 3.6.C, the experi
data.
mental and annlytical data sugpent a reasonable margin of safety that such
leakage magnitude would not result from a crack approaching the critical
Leakage less than the magnitude specified can be
size for rapid propagation.
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3.6/)1.6 MsLs
detected rensonably in a natter of few hours utilizing the available
leakage detection schemes, and if the crigin c,.-nnot be determined in a

reasonably, short time the unit should be shut down to allo'r further
investigation and corrective action.

The total leakage rate consists of all leakage, identified and unidenti
fied, which flows to the dry-well floer drain and eouipment drain surms.
The capacity of the drywell floor sucmp pump is 59 gpm and the capacity
of the dryw-ell eruipient su-p pump is elso 50
R.
emoval of 25 gpM
from either of these sumps can be accornplished with considerable margin.
RE

1RDI
ES

1. Nuclear System Leakage Rate Limits (BFI-P FSAF Subsection h.lo)
3.6.D/4.6.D

Relief Valves

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen relief
valves have been
installed on the unit with a total capacity of P7 I-,' of nuclear boiler
rated steam flov.
The analysis of the worst overpressure transient,
(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting

the direct scram (valve position scraa) results in a maximum vessel
pressure of 1273 psig if a neutron flux scram is aisumed considering
12 valves operable.
This results in an 102 psig margin to the code
allowable overpressure limit of 1375 psig.
To meet the operational design, the analysis of the plant isolation
transient (turbine trip
with bypass valve failure to open) assuming
a turbine trip
scram is presented in Reference 5.
This
analysis shows that 12 of the 13 relief
valves limit pressure in the
steam line to 1,101 psig[.
This ananysi5-hows that peak system pressure

is

liiited to 122' psig which is
of /37% psig.

pressure
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146 psig below the allowed vessel over

3.6/4.6

BAS._:

valve operation shows that a testing of
Experience in relief
adequate to detect failures or
50 percent of the valves per year is
valves are benchtested every
The relief
deteriorations.
their set points are within the
second operating cycle to ensure that
once per
The relief valves are tested in place
+ 1 percent tolerance.
steam.
pass
and
open
will
they
operating cycle to establish that
apply when the nuclear system can be
The requirements established above
These requirements are applicable
pressurized above ambient conditions.
operating pressures because
at nuclear system pressures below normal
possibly start at these conditions
abnormal operational transients could
However, these
would be needed.
such that eventual overpressure relief
of pressure, than those starting
transients are much less severe, in terms
the vessel
The valves need not be functional when
at rated conditions.
system cannot be pressurized.
head is removed, since the nuclear

REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

(BFNP FSAR Subsection 4.4)
Nuclear System Pressure Relief System
4.2 of December 6, 1971.
Amendment 22 in response to AEC Question
Boiler and Pressure Vessel
"Protection Against Overpressure" (ASHE
Code, Section III, Article 9)
Report--Target Rock
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Design Deficiency
to F. E. Kruesi,
Gilleland
E.
J.
by
Safety-Relief Valves, transmitted
August 29, 1973.
1 reload 2,
GE WR Reload 2 Licensing Amendment for BFNP unit
1978.
November
dated
1
NEDO-2h136, August 1978 and Revision

3.6.E/4.6.E

Jet Pumps

holddovn mechanism, nozzle assembly
Failure of a jet pump nozzle assembly
flow area for blowdown
and/or riser, would increase the cross-sectional
Also, failure of the
break.
line
following the design basis double-ended
to reflood the core to two-thirds
diffuser would eliminate the capability
Therefore, if a failure
line break.
height level following a recirculation
occurred, repairs must be made.
With the two recirculation pumps
The detection technique is as follows.
the flow rates in both recircula
percent,
5
balanced in speed to within +
If the
monitoring instruments.
tion loops will be verified by control room
nozzle
dnd
riser
percent,
10
two flow rate values do not differ by more than
assembly integrity has been verified.
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measured by the
by 10 percent or more, the core flow rate
If tihv do differ
agAinet the
checked
be
must
sy-tem
pressure
jet pump dliffuser differentiAl
core flow
to
flow
values of loop
core flow rate derived from the measured
flow rate
core
derived
If the difference between measured and
correlation.
measurements
diffuser
higher)
10 percent or more (with the derived value
is
the vessel of failed jet pump
within
location
the
define
to
taken
be
will
If the potential
shut dowrn for repairs.
and the un:it
nozzl( -or riser)
the recirculation
to
resistance
system
the
blowdown flow area is increased,
"run out" to a
will
pump
drive
affected
the
hence,
pump is also reduced;
to 120 percent
percent
115
higher flow rate (approximately
suhAtant I.lly
in flow at the
balanced
are
loops
two
the
If
for a sinrle nozzle failure).
Any
changed.
cannot have
Mame pump s'eed, the resistance characteristics
plant
the
by
would be indicated
[MbAlanCe between drive loop flow rates
the affected jet pump would provide a
addition,
In
instrumentation.
process
The reverse
the core flow rate.
leakape path past the core thus reducing
by a positive
indicated
be
still
would
pumn
jet
flow tuhou-ni the inactive
decrease (3 per
slight
pressure but the net effect would be a
differentili
together
decrease,
This
core flow measured.
cent to 6 percent) in the total

u'ith the loop
me~aired
iifferential
less thAn

flow increase,

would result

in a lack of correlation

between

pump diffuser
Finally, the affected jet
and derived core flow rate.
the backflow would be
pressure signal would be reduced because

the normal forward flow.

of
could also generate the coincident failure
A nn7zle-rlqer system failure
of
lack
The
true.
not
is
converse
the
body: however,
Jl,• u-ffuer
et
a
impossible
in the Jet pump diffuser body mAkes failure
stress
anV sihqtantial
system failure.
nozzle-riser
without at. initial

Jet

3.6.F/4.6 Y

Purip Flow

Mismatch

In the BFNP FSAR.
desc:l4eo!
l"o! sclection logic has been pr,,vimusly
The *.
loop opera
recirculation
the
with
accidents
For some limited low probability
to select the
logic
the
for
possible
is
it
larpe speed differences,
ting viht
itself
For these limited conditions the core spray
0oo1for irJction.
Wronp,
How
limits.
allowable
exceeding
is adequate to prevent fuel temperatures from

ever,
plAced

to limit the probability even further,
on

the allownble

variation

in

speed

a procedural

between the

linitation has been

recirculation

pumps.

the loop selec! logic could be expected
Analyses indicate that above 80% power
Below
average speed.
up to 14% of their
to function at a speed differential
speed
a
at
function
to
expected
be
logic would
801 power the loop select
provides
This specification
average speed.
up to 20% of their
differential
average speed for
the
of
15%
4
and
10%
+
at
set
are
limits
the
margin because
If the reactor is opera
the abovo and below 80% power cases, respectively.

ting on one pump,
loop selection.

the loop select

logic trips that pump before making the

5.n

KAJOR nESWN FEATURES

5.1

SiTE FEATURES

Browns Ferry unit j is located at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
site on property owned by the United States and in custody of
The site shall consist of approximately 840 acres
the TVA.
on the north shore of Wheeler Lake at Tennessee River Mile
The minimum distance from
294 in Limestone County, Alabama.
the outside of the secondary containment building to the
boundary of the exclusion area as defined in 10 CFR 100.3
shall be 4.000 feet.

5.2

REACTOR

A.

B.

5.3

The core shall consist of 442 fuel assemblies of 49 fuel rods
each, 166 fuel assemblies of 63 fuel rods each, and 156 fuel
assemblies of 62 fuel rods each.
The reactor core shall contain 185 cruciform-shaped control
rods. The control material shall be boron carbide powder
(B4 C) compacted to approximately 70 percent of theoretical
density.

REACTOR VESSEL

The reactor vessel shall be as described in Table 4.2-2 of the
Thi applicable design codes shall be as described in
FSAR.
Table 4.2-1 of the FSAR.

5.4

CONTAINMENT
A.

The principal design parameters for the primary containment
The applicable
shall be as given in Table 5.2-1 of the FSAR.
design codes shall be as described in Section 5.2 of the FSAR.

B. The secondary containment shall be as described in Section
5.3 of the FSAR.
C.

5.5

Penetrations to the primary containment and piping passing
through such penetrations shall be designed in accordance
with the standards set forth in Section 5.2.3.4 of the FSAR.

FUEL STORArE

A.

The arrangement of fuel in the new-fuel storage facility
shall be such that k .. , for dry conditions. is less than
0.90 and flooded is tess than 0.95 (Section 10.2 of FSAR).
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5.0

MAJOR DESIGN FE.ATURES (Continued)
H.

C.

5.6

the operiL ri,:I Dtr,rig!e pool ubitill be lenc
I'
The X
Fuel stored in the pool shall not
than or equal to 0.95.
2 3 5 per axial
of uraniumgrams
contain more than 15.2
centimeter of fuel assembly.
shall not be carried over spent
Loads greater than 1000 pounds
spent fuel pool.
fuel assemblies stored in the

SEISMIC DESIGN

have been designed
The station class I structures and systems
acceleration
ground
with
to withstand a design basis earthquake
the plant
in
used
The operational basis earthquake
of 0.2g.
2.5 of
Section
(see
0.1g
design &asumed a ground acceleration of
the FSAR).

Amendment No.
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UNIT NO. 1
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Introduction
by
By letter dated September 8, 1978 (TVA BFNP TSII5), as supplemented
1978,
5,
December
letters dated October 5, 1978, November 30, 1978,
December 14, 1978, January 8, 1979 and January 9, 1979, the Tennessee
Technical
Valley Authority (the licensee or TVA) requested changes to the
License
Specifications (Appendix A) appended to Facility Operating
proposed
No. DPR-33 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 1. The the
incorporate
amendment and revised Technical Specifications would
fuel
limiting conditions for operation of the facility in the third
of
support
In
cycle following the second refueling of the reactor.
licensee
the
(BF-I),
this reload application for Browns Ferry Yyjt No. 1
has submitted a reload licensing document ' prepared by the General
5 ) also
Electric Company (GE), a supplemental reload licensing document(
prepared by GE and proposed changes to the Technical Specifications
(1,2,5,22).

2.0

Discussion
on
Browns Ferry Unit No. 1 (BF-I) shutdown for its second refueling
fuel
7x7
November 26, 1978. During the refueling, 156 irradiated
rod,
assemblies were replaced with a like number of new, two water
the
by
retrofit 8x8 (8x8R) fuel assemblies designed and fabricated
cycle 2
fuel
in
operation
During initial
General Electric Company (GE).
was
activity
product
(January to November 1978), an increase in fission
was
fuel
irradiated
the
noted in the off-gas. During the outage, all of
"sipped" to check for possible leakage of fission products through the
the
cladding. As a result of this operation, it was found that two of refuel
previous
the
during
168 8x8 fuel assemblies that had been installed
two 7x7
ing evidenced a slight amount of leakage and were replaced with development
The
cycle.
fuel
fuel assemblies irradiated during the initial
of minor leakage in two 8x8 fuel assemblies is not considered significant.
The fact that all of the fuel was inspected (sipped) provided confidence
that the 8x8 fuel is acceptable for use in the forthcoming fuel cycle.
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This reload (Reload 2) is the first f#,r BF-I to incorporate GE's 8x8R
fuel design on a batch basis. The description of the nuclear and mech
anical design of the Reload 2 8x8R fuel and the exposed fuel designs
used for initial core and Reload 1 is contained in GE's generic licen
Reference 6 also contains a
sing topical report for BWR reloads.( 6 )
complete set of references to GE's topical reports which describe GE's BWR
reload analysis methods for the nuclear, mechanical , thermal-hydraulic,
transient and accident calculations, toether with information on the
applicability of these methods to cores containing a mixture of different
Portions of the plant-specific data, such as operating con
fuel designs.
ditions and design parameters which are used in transient and accident
calculations, have also been included in the topical report.
Our safety evaluation( 7 ) of GE's generic reload licensing topical report
concluded that the nuclear and mechanical design of the 8x8R fuel and GE's
analytical methods for nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, transient and accident
calculations, as applied to cores containing mixtures of 7x7, 8x8, and
Our acceptance of the nuclear and mechanical 8
8x8R fuel, are acceptable.
design of the standard 8x8 fuel was expressed in the staff's evaluation( )
of the information in Reference 9.
As part of our evaluation( 7 ) of Reference 6 we found the cycle
independent input data for the reload transient and accident analyses
for BF-1 to be acceptable. The supplementary cycle-dependent infor
mation and input data are provided in Reference 5, which follows the
format and content of Appendix A of Reference 6.
As a result of the staff's generic evaluation(7) of a substantial
number of safety considerations related to use of 8x8R fuel in mixed
core loadings with 8x8 and 7x7 fuel, only a limited number of addi
tional review items are included in this evaluation. These include
the plant and cycle-specific input data and results presented in Ref
erence 5, the LOCA-ECCS analysis results for the reload fuel design,
and those items identified in Reference 7 as requiring special atten
tion during reload reviews.
3.0

Evaluation

3.1

Nuclear Characteristics
For Cycle 3, 156 fresh 8x8R fuel bundles, with a bundle average en
richment of 2.65 wt/% U-235 will be loaded into the core, replacing a
The remainder of the 764 fuel
like number of exposed 7x7 assemblies.
assembly reload core will consist of the irradiated 7x7 and 8x8 fuel
The reference
assemblies exposed during the first two fuel cycles.
core loading for Cycle 3 will result in eighth core symmetry, which
is consistent with previous cycles.
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The information provided in Section 6 of Reference 5 indicates that
the fuel temperature and void dependent behavior of the reconstituted
core is not significantly different from that of previous cycles.
Additionally, scram effectiveness, Figure 2 of Reference 5, is also
The 1.7%Ak/k calculated shutdown margin
similar to earlier cycles.
the Technical Specification require
meets
core
for the reconstituted
by at least 0.38%Ak/k in the most
subcritical
be
core
the
ment that
single most reactive control rod
the
with
state
operating
reactive
Finally, Refer
fully withdrawn and all other rods fully inserted.
in the moderator
ppm
600
of
concentration
boron
a
that
ence 5 indicates
least 3.0%Ak
at
by
subcritical
reactor
the
make
to
calculated
has been
0 C, and xenon free conditions.
shutdown
alternate
the
Therefore,
at 20
the
by
achieved
be
can
Criteria
Design
General
requirement of the
Standby Liquid Control System. We have reviewed these analyses and
compared them to the Technical Specification requirements and find
them acceptable.
3.2

Thermal-Hydraulics

3.2.1 Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit MCPR
As stated in Reference 7, for BWR cores which reload with GE's retrofit
8x8R fuel, the allowable minimum critical power ratio (MCPR), resulting
from either core-wide or localized abnormal operational transients, is
With this MCPR safety limit, at least 99.9% of the fuel
equal to 1.07.
are expected to avoid boiling transition.
core
the
in
rods
The 1.07 safety limit minimum critical power ratio (SLMCPR) proposed by
the licensee for Cycle 3 represents a .01 increase from the 1.06 SLMCPR
applicable during Cycle 2. The basis for the revised safety limit is
addressed in Reference 6, while our generic approval of the new limit
This change continues to meet the recomnmenda
is given in Reference 7.
tion of Standard Review Plan 4.4 and on that basis has been found acceptable
in Reference 7.
3.2.2 Operating Limit MCPR
Various transient events will reduce the MCPR from its normal operating
value. To assure that the fuel cladding integrity safety limit MCPR
will not be violated during any abnormal operational transient, the most
limiting transients have been reanalyzed by the licensee to determine
which event results in the largest reduction in critical power ratio.
Each of the events has been conservatively analyzed for each of the
several fuel types (i.e., 7x7, 8x8, 8x8R).and for the full range of
exposure through the cycle.
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In the transient analyses of Reference 7, credit was taken for an end-of
(The EOC RPT is different
cycle (EOC) recirculation pump trip (RPT).
from and should not be confused with the ATWS RPT). We have reviewed
the design of the EOC RPT and conclude that it is unacceptable for reasons
as given in our January 16 letter (Reference 23). Since there is no avail
able analysis which is specific to this core, we require a conservative
bound on operating limit MCPR. The previous cycle transient analyses
(Reference 24) were evaluated from this standpoint. The input parameters
for that cycle analyses are conservative when compared to this cycle
input paramters at the EOC. This includes comparisons of void
reactivity coefficient, scram reactivity insertion, and Doppler
reactivity coefficient which are the key parameters for core-wide
transient behavior. The key parameters for CPR evaluations, which are
also conservative for last cycle's analysis, are power peaking factor,
bundle flow rate and initial CPR. With these conservative input para
meters, the transient results for last cycle are bounding for this cycle
at EOC. Therefore, we have proposed and the licensee has agreed to
operating limit MCPRs of 1.34 for 7x7 fuel and 1.43 for 8x8 and 8x8R
fuel. These were derived from a safety limit MCPR of 1.07 and ACPR of
0.27 for 7x7 fuel and 0.36 for 8x8 fuel. This assures that an abnormal
operational transient will result in a CPR no lower than the 1.07 safety
limit which we find acceptable as discussed in the previous section.
3.3

Accident Analysis

3.3.1 ECCS Appendix K Analysis
The licensee has reevaluated the adequacy of ECCS performance in connec
tion with the new reload fuel design, using methods previously approved
by the staff. The results of these plant-specific analyses are given in
Reference 5.
We have reviewed the information submitted by the licensee and conclude
that all requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.46
will be met when the reactor is operated in accordance with the MAPLHGR
versus Average Planar Exposure values given in Section 6 of Reference 5
and which have been incorporated in the revised Technical Specifications.
Continuous operation with four of six automatic depressurization
system (ADS) valves opertble (instead of the previous five out of
six requirement) has been found acceptable in References 16 and 17.
On
We have reviewed this acceptance and its applicability to BF-1.
References
in
reached
conclusions
the
and
the bases of our review
16 and 17, we find the proposed change from five to four to be ac
ceptable.

-53.3.2 Control Rod Drop Accident
Because the characteristic accident analysis input parameters for
the worst case CRDA did not satisfy all of the assumptions of the
bounding analysis, the licensee reanalyzed this event on a plant
specific basis. The results showed the peak fuel enthalpy to be
less than the 280 cal/gm limit which is acceptable.
3.3.3

Failure of Trip Inputs from Turbine Building to Reactor Protection

System
During our review of the reactor protection system, we noted that
the trip inputs for the recirculation pump trip and reactor scram
following load rejection or turbine trip originate in the turbine
building. The turbine building, as is the case of most boiling
water reactor plants, is not seismically qualified, hence, its
integrity and functions cannot be assured in the event of an
earthquake.
For these reasons, the licensee was requested to analyze the conse
quences of a safe shutdown earthquake concurrent with the limiting
transient event without taking credit for reactor scram or recircu
Browns Ferry Unit 1
lation pump trip from the turbine building inputs.
We have compared the significant
has referenced a Hatch Unit 2 analysis.
parameters for these two plants (bundle power level and critical power
ratio change) and have concluded that the Hatch 2 analysis conservatively
We agree with the licensee
bounds the Browns Ferry Unit 1 conditions.
that this analysis is applicable to Browns (Mry and on the basis of
we find the results
previous staff findings on this analysis,
acceptable.

3.3.4 Fuel Loading Error
The licensee has also considered the effect of a possible fuel loading
An analysis of the most severe misoriented fuel
error on bundle CPR.
new methodology,( 1 3 , 14) which as modified,
GE's
loading error using
by the staff, shows that the worst possible
has been approvd
rotation of a fuel bundle will not cause a violation of the 1.07 safety
Additionally, an analysis of the most severe mislocated
limit MCPR.
fuel bundle with GE's new, approved methodology shows that the worst
potential mislocation will not violate the MCPR safety limit. We find
the results of these analysis acceptable.
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3.4

Overpressure Analysis
The overpressure analysis for the MSIV closure with high
flux scram,
which is the limiting overpressure event, has been performed
accordance with the requirements of Reference 7. As specifiedin
in
Reference 20, the sensitivity of peak vessel pressure to
failure
of one safety valve has also been evaluated. We agree
is sufficient margin between the peak calculated vessel that there
pressure
and the design limit pressure to allow for the failure of
at least
one valve. Therefore, the limiting overpressure event
as analyzed
by the licensee is considered acceptable.

3.5

Thermal-Hydraulic Stability
A thermal-hydraulic stability analysis was performed with
the methods
described in Reference 6. The tesults show that the channel
hydro
dynamic and reactor core decay ratios at the least stable
operating
state (corresponding to the intersection of the natural
circulation
curve and 105% rod line on the power-flow map) are below
the 1.0
Ultimate Performance Limit decay ratio proposed by GE.
The staff has expressed generic concerns regarding reactor
core
thermal-hydraulic stability at the least stable reactor
condition.
This condition could be reached during an operational transient
from high power if the plant were to sustain a trip of
both recircu
lation pumps without a reactor trip. The concerns are motivated
increasing decay ratios as equilibrium fuel cycles are approached by
and as reload fuel designs change. The staff concerns
to
both the consequences of operating at a decay ratio of relate
1.0 and
the capability of the analytical methods to accurately
predict
decay ratios.
The General Electric Company is addressing these staff concerns
through meetings, topical reports and a stability test
program.
Although a final test report has not as yet been received
by the
staff for review, it is expected that the test results
will aid
considerably in resolving the staff concerns.
For the previous operating cycle, the staff, as an interim
added a requirement to the Technical Specifications which measure,
restricted
planned operation in the natural circulation mode. Continuation
of
this restriction will also provide a significant increase
in
the
reactor core stability operating margins for the current
cycle so
that the decay ratio is <1.0 in all operating modes. On
the basis
of the foregoing, the staff considers the plant thermal-hydraulic
stability characteristics to be acceptable.
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4.0

Physics Startup Testing
The licensee will perform a series of physics startup tests and
procedures to provide assurance that the conditions assumed for
the transient and accident analysis calculations will be met during
Cycle 2.
The tests will check that the core is loaded as intended,
that the incore monitoring system is functioning as expected, and
that the process computer has been reprogrammed to properly reflect
changes associated with the reload.
The test program is consistent
with that previously found acceptable for Browns Ferry Unit 3.(11)
We find this test program to be acceptable.

5.0

Technical Specification Changes
The proposed Technical Specification changes include a revised fuel
cladding integrity safety limit MCPR, a revised operating limit
minimum critical power ratios (MCPR) for each fuel type, addition of
a MAPLHGR vs average planar exposure table and addition of a design
maximum total peaking factor for the reload 8x8R fuel assemblies.
The revised 1.07 safety limit MCPR results in a .01 increase from
the 1.06 safety limit MCPR (SLMCPR) of the previous cycle.
Based
on our generic review.( 7 ) we, find the use of a 1.07 SLMCPR to be
acceptable (Section 3.2.1, herein).
Also, based on the discussions
appearing in Section 3.2.2 herein, the staff finds the proposed oper
ating limit MCPRs, as modified to reflect analysis uncertainties, to
be acceptable.
We find that the proposed MAPLHGR vs average planar
exposure table is adequate to assure conformance with the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.46 for the reload 8x8R fuel
assemblies per Section 3.3.1, herein.
The proposed flow biased APRN upscale rod block has been revised. The
revision reduces the setpoint for this rod block by 1% of rated power.
This reduction will result in a less severe rod withdrawal error,
because the transient will be terminated earlier. The rod withdrawal
error analysis utilized this revision.
Our evaluation of these results
showed that the safety limit MCPR criteria was met and therefore, the
revision is acceptable.
The Technical Specifications have been modified to adjust the number
of operable ADS valves
based on the findings, as discussed in
Section 3.3.1, herein.
A calculational constant (Total Core Length) for the 8x8R LHGR
evaluation has been added to the Technical Specifications.
This
has been previously found acceptable in Reference 5.
Since the
fuel for this reload is identical to that of the Reference 5 evalu
ation, we find this addition acceptable.
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Finally. the Technical Specifications, which are associated with
safety/relief valve number and operability, are being revised. The
revisions allow replacement of two safety valves with two safety/
relief valves which will be aligned identically to the present
safety/relief valves. Section 3.4, herein, has found that acceptable
overpressurization protection is provided by these specifications.
Therefore, the modification is acdeptable.
Environmental Considerations
The revised operating limit minimum critical power ratios (OLMCPR)
discussed in Section 3.2.2 may result in a restriction on the attain
able power generation. The reduction in rated power level is estimated
to be minimal (a few'percent) for the first part of the fuel cycle. It
is expected that the present OLMCPRs will be revised to be less restric
tive when satisfactory documentation is received relating to the testing
of the EOC RPT. Thus, the reduction in rated power level, if any, will
be for a limited period of time. The small reduction in power from
one unit of the BFNP for a limited period does not affect the environ
mental evaluation contained in the Final Environmental Statement (FES)
related to operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1, 2 and
3, issued September 1, 1972, There will be no significant change in
the other environmental impacts identified in the FES. This amendment
does not authorize a change in effluent types or total amounts. We
conclude that this amendment will not result in any significant
environmental impact. Having made this determination, we have further
concluded that this amendment involves an action which is insignificant
from the standpoint of environmental impact, and pursuant to 10 CFR
Section 51.5(d)(4) that an environmental impact statement, or negative
declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in
connection with the issuance of this amendment.
Conclusion
We have concluded that: (1) because the amendment does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of accidents
previously considered and does not involve a significant decrease in a
safety margin, the amendment does not involve a significant hazards
consideration, (2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and
safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the
proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be conducted in compliance
with the Commission's regulations and the issuance of this amendment will
not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and
safety of the public.
Dated:

January 17, 1979
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE
The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued
Amendment No. 47 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-33 issued to
Tennessee Valley Authority (the licensee), which revised the Technical
Specifications for operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 1
(the facility) located in Limestone County, Alabama.

The amendment is

effective as of the date of issuance.
This amendment permits operation of Browns Ferry Unit No. 1 In
Cycle No.

3 following the second refueling outage.

The application for this amendment complies with the standards and
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and
the Commission's rules and regulations.

The Commission has made appro

priate findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and
regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amend
ment.

Prior public notice of this amendment was not required since the

amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration.
The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment
will not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant
to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative
declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in
connection with issuance of this amendment.
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For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the appli
cation for amendment dated September 8, 1978, as supplemented by letters
dated October 5, 1978, November 30, 1978, December 5, 1978, December 14,
1978, January 8, 1979 and January 9, 1979,

(2) Amendment No. 47 to License

No. DPR-33, and (3) the Commission's related Safety Evaluation.

All of

these items are available for public inspection at the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C. and at the Athens

Public Library, South and Forrest, Athens, Alabama

35611.

A copy of

items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed to the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.

20555, Attention:

Director, Division of Operating Reactors.
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 17th day of January 1979
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors

